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VICTOR KELLEHER

A Nehru Shirt

'This is not your place,' he said-with her dark shadow moving noiselessly to
and fro behind him. But what place? That dull and orderly row of Europeanstyle houses built before Independence? Or the untidy, sprawling life of Shilembe
township, audible even above our raised voices, separated from us only by a
narrow strip of tarred road? Probably neither of us knew. We were too angry
at the time, locked in a battle of wills which blurred any differences of race
and origin-which kept her confined to those shadowy regions forever.
It was not always like that. When I first went there, on a neighbourly visit,
he greeted me with instant and unfeigned friendliness, opening the door wide
for me to enter even before I could give my name. I remember that he, Aaron,
was dressed in a collarless, loose white shirt, Indian in style. He noticed me
admiring it.
'My sister made it,' he said, bringing her forward, out of the shadows, with
a peremptory movement of his hand.
She was of medium height, with features which were somehow a mixture of
negro and arab, finely formed, her nose almost oriental in the way it curved
delicately above her full lips.
I made my first mistake then.
'A real mixing of the cultures,' I said.
'Excuse meT-in a puzzled tone, his voice instantly formal, distant.
'I mean the shirt,' I said, 'your sister making a Nehru shirt.'
He laughed pleasantly, as one might at a pathetically naive person.
'You are mistaken,' he explained. 'This is a traditional African shirt.'
'I have always heard them described as Nehru shirts, after ... .'
He interrupted me, not rudely.
'Ah, you have a lot to learn, my friend.'
That was one argument I never pursued with him. I was too busy watching
his sister, Mina, hoping she would sit and talk with us. But he dismissed her
with a sharp click of the tongue. As she faded back into the darkened portion
of the house, he placed one arm warmly across my shoulders and led me to a
chair. 'A friend of Africa,' he called me then, taking my silence for acquiescence.
Perhaps I might have been. In those early days of our acquaintance, we used
to sit out on the screened verandah (the noise of Shilembe township, turbulent
and colourful,. drifting up towards us) and discuss the problems of African
emergence.
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'You wish always to impose your western methods,' he used to say. 'What
you have to learn is how to think black.'
He was marvellously black: a handsome bull of a man in his spotlessly white
Nehru shirt; expressing himself not only through his speech, but with his eyes
and with his large well-made hands-the delicate pink of his palms reflecting
the soft flesh tones of his open mouth; his tongue red-pink between even rows
of teeth.
'To think black. That is the answer. The door through which you have to
pass. To see it all as it truly is, an of this.'
Waving his hand ... at what? At the unimaginative rectangle of house in
which we sat? Or the evening sky, purple-red, ornamented with strips of black
cloud and with the topmost feathery tufts of gum leaves? Or the dim rows of
picturesque and insanitary huts beneath? I was never sure on that point. While
all around us the uncertain evening light faded rapidly into night.
'It wiII be revealed to you then,' he used to say, 'when the door is opened.'
At regular intervals throughout such evenings, his hand would beckon backwards into the near darkness, commandingly, to where Mina waited. I would
detect the faint sweet smell of her body beside me; so close when she removed
the glasses from the table. Never speaking. As silent as he had ever wished. The
two of us sitting stolidly in our cane chairs (even he graceless beside my
memory of her), waiting for her mute service to be done. Within moments she
would be gone again, leaving us alone in the warm still night, facing the invisible township, the distant voices reaching us through the tuneless background
screech of insect noise.
We were always formal at the end, when we could no longer see each other.
'An image of African womanhood,' he said of her once, admiringly. I was
standing in the open doorway, about to depart. 'A true daughter of the people.'
Later in my own neighbouring cottage, I could hear those same people in the
township flanking the road. Sometimes the drumming lasted an night. Lying in
my single bed, I would listen to the general commotion: to the women screaming drunken imprecations at their men or laughing at some hidden, secret
pleasure.
'A condition of freedom,' r caned it then, to him. But only tentativelypeculiarly unsure of myself whenever I tried to defend that one sman privilege
-the simple right of ordinary people to squabble and joke and make love in
the uncontrollable darkness.
'It is what we must protect them from,' he countered, his large, heavy hand
extended out over the vague silhouette of shanties and thatched huts. 'Protection from their own inner chaos. From personal servitude. That is the true
condition of their freedom.'
Even then, opening the fundamental debate. But only in theory. Not letting
it probe through to my own life and experience. Probably because I never
thought of her as needing to be free. Partly that. It seemed an old dead debate
where she was concerned.
I used to watch her in the garden in the early afternoon. I would sit by the
gauze screen of the open window and simply look at her. She always wore the
same style of clothing: a dress-cloth of brightly coloured African print, covering one shoulder and reaching down to her bare feet; and a length of the same
material wrapped around her head in a loose turban.
I'm sure she knew I was there watching. As she did during my final meeting
with Aaron: working in the kitchen at the back while we argued, as though
unconcerned by the raised voices-even when he took hold of me and threw me
against the side wall. Perhaps a slight stiffening of her back and neck when the
6
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low table broke and 1 called out her name. An involuntary cry, not really
appealing to her.
She preserved exactly that calm equanimity in the garden. Placid. Essentially
the same silent figure out there in the sunlight as in the house-I realize that
now-identical to the obedient shadow who waited at table, who wordlessly
brought and collected the glasses on the warm evenings. 'An image of African
womanhood.' Yet in those early days I never really merged my two visions of
her into one. They seemed so alien: the humble servant, shy and retiring, unprotesting, a mere presence before his hearth; and the young woman who knelt
lovingly in the garden, the soft pads of her bare heels coated with reddish
powdery dust, her hands, as fine and black-pink as his, delicately fingering the
soil, pressing down the earth around the roots of the young plants.
I would never have thought of speaking to her alone while he was at home;
nor of disturbing her in that sunlit garden where she was always so solitarythe trees casting broken, restless shadows across the ground all about her. But
his absence and the darkness emboldened me. That, and her suddenly appearing
there at the very edge of the garden the first night he was away.
'You shouldn't be out here,' I said.
'It is such a hot night,' she answered quietly.
I took her reply as a flimsy excuse, though it was in fact warm and breathless, the still scent of hibiscus and dust strong in the air.
'You should be more careful so close to the township,' I said-that, too, was
a night of drums. 'The men will soon be coming along the road from the bars.'
'They are my people,' she said.
Acquiescent in that as in all things. The same when I reached out and
touched her breast, sliding my hand beneath the thin cloth on to her warm
flesh. She didn't protest or draw back.
'Be still,' I said, 'I won't hurt you.'
And she remained unmoving: so calm and quiet that J interpreted her readiness as desire-as perhaps it might have been-pulling her gently towards me;
placing her smooth bare arms around my neck; her broad shapely lips, dry yet
soft, parting obediently under pressure. It was the same when I drew her down
beside me, the two of us lying in the thin withered grass and dust: the way
she obeyed or agreed immediately; responding as I should have hoped or
expected.
For various reasons, I never told him. I thought he wouldn't have understood,
little realizing then how close we were, he and I, how much we had come to
share. Both of us thinking black ... or white. (Colours, I have begun to realize,
are often interchangeable; like those white Nehru shirts which, in a flow of
spontaneous friendship, he had told her to make for me as well.) No, after
that night it was easier to whisper to her while he wasn't watching, or to slip
her short directive notes. And then, when he was asleep, only the boisterous
ungovernable life of the township still wakeful, to meet her at the edge of the
two gardens, at the narrow ditch which was all that truly separated the two
properties.
The rains had come by then and on most nights I took her across the garden
and into the house. With the other lights extinguished, the feeble lamp which
burned beside the bed coaxed soft blues and purples from the sheen of her bare
skin. In the almost silent room, I would watch the patterns of living colour
shifting in time to our movement, until her muted cries, unexpected, broke in
upon my own passionate reveries. Afterwards, only vaguely aware of her even
breathing, I liked to talk: not of Europe, but of Africa, the land of the future,
unsullied at last by rapine and betrayal. And still, typically, night after night,
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she said nothing, listening as she did during the earlier part of those evenings:
expectant, ready, waiting, as for that moment when he would beckon to her,
pushing the glasses across the table, mindless of the liquor which spilled on to
the unstained mahogany surface.
Eventually, as had to happen, he found out. Or rather, to begin with he suspected us. There was the night he came banging on the door, his powerful voice
rising above the clatter of rain on the iron roof.
'Mina, are you in there?'-the English for my benefit.
Immediately she stirred beside me and would have gone to him. Much as she
responded to my voice when I called to her between the hibiscus bushes which
lined the property. (A true daughter of the people. But of which people?) So,
too, on that night: before I could restrain her, she actually sat up on the bed
and reached for her long dress-cloth. But I wanted no midnight confrontations,
and I stole with her out of the back door and into the rain.
It wasn't cold; only dark and wet, the bare earth slippery underfoot. When
I heard him walking around the house, blundering in the darkness, I made her
lie down with me in the narrow dividing ditch, the two of us clasped closely
together in the shallow stream of water, amongst the sandy mud and sodden
leaves and twigs, the refuse of the passing storm.
After the rain had stopped and he had given up and gone inside, I meant to
creep out of hiding, to take her back into the house. But she was warm beneath
me, totally invisible now; and I undid the pin holding her cloth loosely in place
and kept her there-while in the township the vestiges of raucous laughter
echoed across the night towards us.
Naturally he had guessed the truth: that it was I who was enticing her out.
He was waiting the following evening. Not with the usual offer of drinks, but
with a frown of outraged disapproval.
'This is not the old Africa,' he said, and he held up her dress-cloth, dry now,
but with patches of mud and bits of leaf still clinging to it.
I could see her, through the wide doorway past his left shoulder, going about
her work in the kitchen, moving noiselessly to and fro in the deepening atmosphere of the early evening.
'It was her choice as well as mine,' I said. 'This is a free country after all.
You've told me that yourself.'
'Yes, free for us,' he countered.
He spoke with such quiet assurance, such forceful simplicity, with the drums
starting up in the background as the last of the daylight seeped away.
'Free!' I said scornfully. 'When she's subject day and night to your slightest
whim!'
'She is my sister,' he said. 'I have a duty to protect her from you. She is no
white man's slave.'
I admit now that that stung me, made me retaliate with words which should
never have been spoken.
'Have you forgotten the old saying?' I flung back at him. 'How the slave
always makes the worst of masters.'
And before I could move, he grabbed me by the shirt front (one of the
white Nehru shirts which she had made for me at his special bidding) and
threw me back against the wall. Instinctively, I called out her name; and as I
crashed down onto the small side table, in an instant of half-suspended action,
I saw her falter slightly in her work. The merest pause; no more than that.
'Now leave here,' he said, breathing heavily. 'This is not your place.'
8
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I stood up slowly. At first I thought that he had torn my shirt; but it was
merely twisted. I pulled it straight and faced him once again, the two of us
dressed identically in those borrowed clothes.
'Why don't you let her answer for herself?' I persisted.
'Mina!' he called-a single short word of command-and she came obedi·
ently and stood beside him. 'You belong here,' he said to her sternly, 'with me,
amongst your own people. This is your home, nowhere else.'
'No,' I contradicted him, 'your place is with me. Collect your things, I'm
taking you out of here.'
There was a period of drum-filled silence during which the vital, undisciplined
life of the township threatened to invade the room in which we stood. For a
second or two, I half-turned and looked out through the darkness at the tiny
jewels of fire which twinkled between the huts and trees of Shilembe. They
seemed alive: minute pin-points of flaring light breaking through the deepening
gloom. When I turned back to the room, momentarily they were all that I could
see: small bright jets of flame flickering around the shadowy hem of her dresscloth (indistinguishable in that poor light from the one I had scrabbled from
her in the muddy ditch), fiery tongues licking at the soft warmth of her calves
and thighs. But that vision lasted only for an instant, while she wavered unhappily between us. Then she raised her eyes, looked at me once, briefly, a glance
of strangely mingled hatred and love, and turned away, walking slowly and
dutifully back towards the kitchen.
It was not my last sight of her. Since then, I have frequently seen her
shadowy figure passing across the kitchen window or carrying drinks out to
Aaron and his new guests. Watching her on such evenings, I cannot help but
re-enact that painful closing scene. Except that in my imaginary version, I make
one uncharacteristic change, in an attempt to separate myself from him forever.
Instead of that single flat statement, I say to her:
'What do you really want to do? Stay here or come with me?'
That much, a simple substitution of words, is temptingly easy to imagine.
It is only the possible outcome which eludes me. What then? Do those tiny
jewel-like fires (which came close to blinding me) never flicker alive in that
closed atmosphere, not even for a moment, making all of this unnecessary? Or
do they flare up into one purifying flame, purging her, enabling her to step
free at last? Absurd questions really, because that was the one choice I never
gave her.
Just the same, it's difficult not to ponder such possibilities. Especially on
noisy nights, when the drums are particularly insistent and in the nearby township the sounds of fighting and endearment and laughter go on and on. Unable
to shut out those familiar sounds, I sit here in the unlit room, wearing one of
the Nehru shirts she made for me, and brood uselessly over those times. Though
invariably with the same result: always, without exception, I am forced back to
what actually happened: to how Aaron led me to the screen door of the verandah and ordered me to leave; and how the thin cotton sleeves of our identical
white shirts brushed against each other (like a single cloth-clad arm and its
mirror image briefly touching) as I walked indignantly past him, out into the
night.
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LILY BRETT

Church Street Parramatta
Clutching
at the lovers in us
nearly
losing our grip
in the tyre mart
we wait
to hear the fate
of the Volvo
another hour
the Parramatta heat
beats us
we eat
grey chicken pie
glued to the plate
we sweat
my unplucked eyebrows
look a mess
the light
blinds us to each other.
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DA VID McGUIGAN

"No Horizon"

The water lapped at the shore slowly and indifferently as the lighthouse-keeper
stood, polishing the lens. Again and again he cleaned it, removing and reremoving minute flecks of dust that the wind continued to deposit after each
cleaning.
A couple of tired seagulls flew by. They had flown many miles, trying to
find a haven to nest. But the island offered nothing. It was a barren lump of
rock, dumped somewhere in the Pacific Ocean-or the Atlantic. It was probably
in the Southern hemisphere, the climate being cold but not too cold, where the
wind ripped and scratched at the rocky earth, attempting to shift it to a warmer
place. Seldom was it calm.
The seagulls soared across the quarter-mile of nothingness, before diving
over the keeper's house and descending to the small inlet. They caught some
fish and flew onwards, perhaps trying to find a better haven, but never being
able to find a worse one-even if they wanted to.
The keeper moved from the lighthouse and looked up at its thin, white
height, as he had done yesterday and the day before that, and the previous
year, as he had done probably thousands of times before. He smiled at the
cleanliness of the lens. It only had to be cleaned once in a while, but he did
it two times a day. Soon it would be three times a day. There was nothing else
for him to do.
Occasionally he would fish, dropping the line in the calmer water, on the
other side of the island. The day before, he spent all afternoon fishing, moving
his eyes from north. across the west, to the south, seeing nothing but a cool
sun gradually submerging into the choppy sea. A cloud had drifted by, but he
had seen the features and shape of few. When it was cold, the clouds merely
converged to form a blanket, their individuality crushed by the masses.
Unfortunately, when he fished, he never caught anything. Either there were
no fish in the region-he did not believe that because he had seen the birds
catching them-or the wrong bait was being used. He could not understand it.
It seemed as though the fish knew he was there and avoided his line.
The keeper crossed the island, collected his line, and sat on the strip of
sand. He put his new plan into effect, which meant he did not bait the line.
[n this way, he could not waste anything. And if nothing was caught, it did not
matter because nothing was lost.
While he fished, his mind was as deep in thought as was possible for him.
But he thought of nothing important nor interesting. He considered only the
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strangeness of the island. Always at the back of his mind there had been a
feeling that something did not make sense.
Never had a ship come anywhere near the lighthouse, day or night. Never
had the black speck of one even appeared on the horizon. But he had never
actually seen a ship. He knew what one was. His father had shown him a picture,
many years ago. He could vaguely remember the ship's dimensions and appearance, and he related the name "tanker" with the picture-or he thought he did.
Sometimes he was not sure. The word "tanker" meant "ship", and nothing else
floated or existed on the seas, to his knowledge.
The keeper moved the fishing line slightly, making sure it was still there.
Sometimes he nodded off to sleep, and when he awoke, the line was gone, stolen
by the stealthy sea which, when not attempting to batter the island to oblivion,
quietly crept up on it, always ready to invade and swallow the rock, in its
depths.
Even the keeper's face and body had been chiselled and hammered by the
sea spray, and blasted by the wind. Over the years, his face and body had been
humbled. When younger, he stood six foot three. Now he was barely six foot.
The insistent wind had bent and buckled his body, more than his sixty years
had. He was becoming rheumatic because of the wind. It had pitted his skin
with the grit from the island. He looked as though he had bad acne as a child.
But it was not only the wind that had claimed him. The sun had greyed
and dried his sparse hair. It had burnt and tanned his exposed skin till it was
as tough as Army boots. The sea had gradually salted his face, turning his
eyes to a deep ocean blue.
He now resembled the island: he was as hard as granite. The elements gradually claimed more. Each year they eroded his body. When younger, he had been
hulky. Now the muscles were gone (even the fat had disappeared). His thin
frame was constantly becoming thinner. He would probably live until the day
he disappeared altogether-eroded to nothing.
He still remembered-but very vaguely-his younger days on the island. His
father and mother were alive then, and they seemed content. Apparently his
father's grandfather looked after the light, and his father before him. The
keeper was told that the inheritance went back as far as anyone could remember. Tales were told that Ulysses had ordered a forefather to guard the
island with the magical torch, and warn Ulysses of the approach of the seacreature, half-man and half-serpent, which dwelt in the water. The keeper did
not really believe the fable, but sometimes he was not so sure.
He had enjoyed boyhood, having plenty of free time with his father. He
swam and chased seagulls along the treacherous beach, and even fished. But he
could not recall if he'd caught any or not.
The keeper had no schooling. He had never left the island to be trained.
He had never been taught by radio or correspondence. Even his parents had
not informed him of the outside world. He didn't even know where the island
was situated, geographically. His father mentioned a few seas, so it must be in
one of them.
He had been shown how to clean the light so that the beam sparkled out
its warning to the ships that never came by-day or night. He had been told
of the intricate workings of the lighthouse and its machinery, all of which he
could not remember any more.
He was shown the island's highlights: the inlet on the south (north?) coast,
the gentle decline a few yards onward, and the small jagged rocks which circled
the island and shattered the waves. That was his world. And he knew of nothing
else.
12
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He did not know if he could read or write. There was nothing available to
read so that he could test his knowledge. And there was nothing to write on.
Even if he had been taught, he had forgotten it all, as he had forgotten many
things-all of equal unimportance.
His father and mother were smashed to death on the shore, one stormy
night, when they had rushed to rescue a number of gulls lamed by a vicious
wind. He did not really understand what had happened. A freak blast seemed
to rip them from the cliff, as though the wind were human, and wished death
upon his parents. Yet his father had always been a kindly person, ever prepared
to help some unfortunate bird hurt on the island or in the water (although
there were never many birds around).
The keeper did not know what would happen when he, himself, died. Who
would look after the light then? Perhaps he had been chosen to be the last in
line. Perhaps he would be remembered as the last Smith to inhabit the island.
A good way indeed to be famous.
He tied the fishing line to his toe, for want of a better place to put it, and
lay back tenderly, on the patch of sand that divided sea from rock. He closed
his eyes, becoming drowsy. He never had dreams or nightmares. No visions
seemed to present themselves either in consciousness or unconsciousness. But on
this occasion, something strange happened. His mind left his body and soared
upward. He somehow knew he was a gull, hovering above the rock, undecided
where to go. The lighthouse became a small, white dot. It seemed unimportant
to him, as he continued upwards. He tried to flyaway, over the sea, but for
some reason he could not. He was restricted to the vertical path, flying upward,
higher and higher. He saw, above him, the fluffiness of clouds, but never
reached them. His eyes, looking downward, could see the island becoming indistinguishable from the endless sea.
He was beginning to experience fear and confusion. Although he longed to
escape, he also felt very attached to the island, and he wanted to come down
again. But he could not. The beauty of flight was lost in his horror, as he continued to soar upwards.
The keeper opened his eyes. He was sweating heavily after remembering his
dream. A chill rattled his body. The dream haunted him, but he did not know
why. And it was doubtful if he ever would.
The line which had been tied to his toe was gone. The sea had stolen it
again. The sea had lured him to sleep, and to dream. If he had not woken
when he did, it probably would have claimed him, too.
He slowly stood up, and began walking towards home, passing the freshwater lagoon-a craggy hollow filled by the rains, which was the source of his
drinking water. A parachute lay at the lagoon's edge, attached to a large crate
which dipped into the water.
Another perfect landing, he thought. They dropped it in exactly the same
position as they had always done. The monthly supplies always arrived when
he was not around. Logic told him that they did not come from nowhere, and
Logic also told him that, after all the deliveries. he must have caught a glimpse
of whatever it was that dropped them. But logic had not been invented on the
island. If a plane deposited the crate, the keeper had never seen one around.
although he did not even know what a plane was.
Years and years ago-perhaps twenty. perhaps forty, he had no way of
telling the years, because he never kept a calendar or a diary, or made indentations in the rock-the two-way radio was functioning. and he told the "authorities" what he wanted, in the way of supplies, for the next month. There had
never been a reply or another voice sounding on the other end of the radio.
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There had been only static, and he never knew if they got his message or not.
Only when the crate arrived with his requirements, did he know for sure.
But nowadays, everything had changed. Either the radio was broken, or they
ignored the keeper's request, because he always received the same supplies,
every month (The same variety, in the same number, packaged in the same
boxes, with the same shape). They landed when he was not around-when he
was in the lighthouse, or asleep, or sitting on the toilet. The providers seemed
to have a radar, telling them of his every movement and location. But the
keeper had gradually accepted the mysterious landings as a normal part of his
life-and without question.
The days passed slowly-as they always did. The keeper sat in his roughlymade hut, staring at the white walls. The hut became less habitable each year,
as the sea battered it. And he never had much to do inside. It was merely a
shelter, as the lighthouse was, but with a little more space to allow him to sit
and stare at nothingness. But he enjoyed the luxury of his old wood stove.
That afternoon, he had the same dream of soaring over the island, trying to
escape, but not wanting to. He tried to work out why he'd been having the
dream and when it started. He thought it began at the same time as a brief
idea of turning off the light.
For so many years, he had ensured that the light was beaming at night,
brightening up the blackness. He had done it from responsibility, from habit,
from nothing better to do. But the other day he had wondered what would
happen if the light did not shine-if he didn't bother to put it on. Of course,
he only wondered momentarily. It had been merely a flight of fancy, a thought
to pass the time, but not to be considered seriously. For some unknown reason
-it was more an instinct-he must never stop the light. That would be a
catastrophe.
But then the storms came. The fury of wind and water again whipped the
rock and lighthouse. And the fury continued, broken at times by calm spells:
a horrifying calmness of no breeze, where the water was as flat and shiny as a
looking glass.
The keeper's hut was finally destroyed, ripped into a thousand shreds of
timber, scattered across the shore, where they eventually peppered the sea. The
water level gradually rose, and the island gradually sank.
Over the following years, as the keeper resided in the lighthouse, the sea
joined the fresh water, through the narrow inlet, and the keeper's supply of
fresh water was polluted.
He rarely went outside then. Occasionally, he would venture out in the
diluted sunshine to pick up his supplies, which still came monthly. Barrels of
fresh water were now included. The phantom planes, or helicopters, or whatever, somehow had been informed of the sea's advance.
The keeper sat in an ancient rocking chair, comfortable in the small enclosure. With all the sea's battering, the lighthouse still stood, proud and defiant.
He sometimes stood outside and looked at the lighthouse's tall, white height,
as he used to, but only when he felt like escaping from his surroundings. But
this was seldom.
He liked the lighthouse and felt very safe inside, away from the predators,
sea and wind. He felt he could live forever in there, because nothing could
touch him.
Seagulls never came to the island, nor did birds of any sort. Ships never
sailed the seas around it. Planes did not drop supplies, but the supplies still
came, spilt from the heavens.
14
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And Time had stopped coming there. The mighty beacon shone proudly out
to sea. And Time saw it, and avoided the shore. It would seem the old man
would live for a thousand years.
But alone.
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SALVATORE SORBELLO

Walls
'Fascists have more fun'
It reads

I wash onScrub.
'Crush the police state'
If only.
'Export Fraser not Uranium'
No room editorial columns
Biased press.
'Bill is a poofter'
Immature.
'Free safe abortion on demand!'
Demanding.
'Use Taumans. Nacka Lacka
Adds lustre to your cluster
And glamour to your ramer.'
I almost tripped on that one.
'Where's democracy in QLDT
Still looking.
'I hate school'
You have my sympathy.
'Anarchy is the way'
Utopian idealism.
'JESUS IS BEAUTIFUL'
A graffiti christian.
'When you wake up tomorrow
It will be today'
Never realized.
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'The revolution is a day closer today
Than it was yesterday.'
I wonder.
'Ratbag commie'
Political comment.
'Women are oppressed'
Free them.
'The capitalist system thrives
On greed, competition, and exploitation.'
Simplistic.
'Say a prayer for Ayatollah Khomeini'
Witty.
'Respect Aboriginal land rights!'
They won't
Profit before people.
'Be a-lert
The world is full of lerts.'
Delightful.
'Insanity is a way of opting out'
Let's all go insane
To find our sanity.
'Love'
Please.
'get fucked simon'
Unpunctuated
Hard to get off too.
There, all clean.
$2.50 an hour.
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JOHN FOULCHER

South Coast Houses
South Coast houses, mid-afternoon in winterdark, the half-night sky of high coal cliffs
a paddock's length from the sea;
the road, moving with cars,
snaps off to the beach, a roIler coaster lean
around the bends. Far out, surfers float
like debris, as if a blast had leveIled
unseen hills .... These houses, built for miners,
empty now-the coal gone,
the money all spent. The sea
they face, like a quarry dug out from the coast,
opens in waves, offers only light.
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WENDY MORGAN

Clip Joint

Why on earth had she let him come along? Debbie narrowed her eyes at her
reflection, head rising wet and slick from a cone of Marimekko fabric. Absurd,
the way she'd let herself get persuaded it'd be sensible, and amusing, to have
their hairs styled simultaneously. (All right, so the salon traded on its unisex
trendiness. Its name, Clip Joint, summed it up perfectly, as she told her friends:
no discriminations of sex, only of class and the colour of your money.) When
he raised the idea, it would have been hard to deny without too much protest
the obvious sensible reason: she and Sam needed to be in town together that
same day to see the bank manager about their mortgage. But being sensible
didn't seem quite the point. And it wasn't specially amusing, now they were
here together.
At the time, she remembered, Debbie hadn't felt willing to unsnarl the tangle
of their unspoken feelings. If she'd expressed her reluctance, it would only have
made him feel sure those pampering sessions gave her some satisfaction that
went deeper than the hairdo. And how could she have said to his face-You're
jealous of another man running his fingers through my hair? That wasn't their
style: they both acted as if they knew nothing of such outmoded possessiveness.
After all, it hardly matched the open-plan liberality of their kind of life at Belle
Vista. You couldn't afford to be unreasonable in a place like that, a fashionable
scaffolding of timber for a skin of expansive plate glass. You didn't throw raw
emotions about, even if the neighbours were screened discreetly by the landscaped bushland setting.
Jealousy's too crude, too direct a label anyway. All the same, she'd sensed
what lay beneath the surface of his criticism first time Francis had done her
hair.
"Even apart from the expense, that was a stupid bloody thing to do," he'd
said, frowning at the sculpted line of her sleek hair. The way the hairdresser
had carved the hair into her nape made her exposed neck look vulnerable. The
man had found and revealed something Sam had never guessed in his wife. Her
gleaming self-awareness made his belly tighten. He raised his voice to breathe out
chaffing words: "If all you wanted was a short-back-and-sides I could have
shown you half a dozen barbers would have given you a better doing over.
How'd he manage to get round you like that? You're just putty in that man's
hands. You ought to know you're not the type to carry that style off. Can't see
any appeal in it myself."
She could tell he hadn't liked to see how readily she could be persuaded to
step into the image another man held out to her. She'd responded then with no
more than a taut shrug of eyebrow and shoulder, and a close-lipped smile that
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let out no sigh or word. That was always the best way to carry it off. When she
looked at the advantages of her life, frustrations like this were too trivial to
risk a heated exchange.-Keep your cool, darling, she told herself, put a good
face on it, don't let him see your control's so close to snapping.
So here they were now. Poise came more easily in a place like this. Maybe
it was the mirrors, polishing, publicizing. Even the ceiling was. mirror tiles,
expanding the glossy floor into shimmering depth. And everywhere she looked,
luxurious widths of glass showed her a face aglow in the lights' calculated
flattery. She felt gratified already and stretched a little in pleasurable anticipation. Seeing herself so sveltely framed she was stirred to act the proper part. On
cue, Francis' slim image appeared behind her in the mirror. With an insouciant
gesture he lifted locks of her hair, fingering its texture, and considered how it
fell against cheek and neck. His air was professionally arrogant: he knew he
was the best at the game. Then with the fingers of both hands he tilted her head
up a little. Resting them there he met her eyes in the mirror, a challenge in his
level look. (It was part of the style that made him so sought after, his refusal
to serve up ingratiating smiles. The bedside manner of a specialist, not a G.P.,
she'd joked to her friends.) He lifted his brows.
"Yes," she said. "And no. I liked it very much. But this time," and she
smiled in confident appeal, as much at her reflection as at his, "I'd like us to
try something a little different. I really fancy curls. No parting, with all the
fullness coming forward-you know-" she gestured, "onto my brow in fluffy
bangs, like a forties chorus girl, if you know what I mean."
He lifted some locks on the top of her head and let them fall.
"Your hair does show a tendency to curl," he conceded. "-So we'll be
working with nature."
"Not resisting the wave-following the current, hmm?" she joked, pleased at
getting her own way so easily.
As he snipped, Debbie chattered confidently, observations flowing on from
anecdotes in a light smooth stream. It was an exercise she enjoyed, watching the
pair of them in the mirror. She felt sure her bright sharp words matched his
scissors: as she saw it, her expertise in small talk was the proper return for his
expertise in moulding the shape of her head. Even if Francis did respond, he
could hardly be reacting to her; she was little more for him than a life-size wigstand. Nothing for Sam to fret about in that. Francis could play around with
her hair as much as she liked, but he'd never reach below her neck in that cape.
It hid more than seven veils would. No, it was more a kind of verbal tap-dance,
their social routine: they were the Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire of the salon,
and they both knew by heart the lines their act required.
As Debbie glanced at him in the mirror to take her cues, she caught sight of
the boy who'd massaged the shampoo into her scalp. (He'd said, as his fingers
stroked the foam round rhythmically, "You know, you look exactly like a filmstar I saw in a movie on telly last night: don't remember her name-she was
frightfully well-known in the forties. You know-fabulous, glamorous woman she
was: used to do musical comedies in slinky gowns." How naIve his compliment
was, poor boy. Did he see everyone as a film-star?) And there he was now,
standing some paces behind Francis like a pale after-image, the broom he leant
on hardly the right accessory to his modishly pleated flannels and silver bracelet.
Slight and lanky he stooped towards them, absorbed by every ostentatious flick
of Francis' fingers. In his stillness he was more the statue than his idol. Or
rather, she smiled to herself, the mute moviegoer adoring his star, the shifting
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light more loud and lifelike. Did he simply dream of acting Francis' role? Or
was he hankering for recognition from his hero?
As she watched, her focus shifted, and she caught sight of Sam on the other
side of the room swathed in a cape like hers, its folds littered with hair trimmings. His eyes were fixed on her. Debbie offered him a deliberate public smile
that carried across into his. mirror where she could see them both caught together, superimposed in the one frame. His answering smile wilted as he looked
away at his own. He seemed abashed. He did look odd. His shorter hair altered
the balance of his features. They seemed too big, out of place. Just like him,
she thought tartly. Serve him right.
Interesting to see how he'd react to her new style. He couldn't know that this
was her own idea of how she wanted to see herself and that Francis was merely
giving it shape. So would he respond to her as she saw herself or to what he
thought was another man's image of her? Could be revealing, she mused, bowing
her head as Francis snipped deftly at the nape of her neck. If he thought it
wasn't her, then he didn't see or know her at all, but only wanted her to fit his
picture.
"This is so different from my usual line," she said as Francis began preening
her hair with the blow-dryer. "-I'm wondering how my husband's going to like
it. We don't always agree about what suits me. Not that we'd get into real arguments. StilI, this marriage business can be rather, well, -hair-raising." Debbie
pursed her lips at herself and at the back on the other side of the room.
In the next bay, though, a dumpy old customer had no such qualms.
"She married very young," the woman confided, bristling with curlers. and
ammoniac setting lotion, "-but her father and I were quite sure she was doing
the right thing. I mean, why wait when you've found the One? ... You should
have seen them on their wedding day-she was as pretty as. a picture. With her
hair piled on top and artificial flowers twined all through it .... " Francis and
Debbie exchanged the merest of lip-curled grimaces. Professional decorum prevented more; and they understood each other without needing to be explicit.
Then at last her curly halo was fluffed over her forehead to meet her mascara'd lashes. With a glittering smile of thanks to Francis, she slinked her
sheath of perfumed assurance over to Sam at the desk.
"Who's paying?" she asked.
Shrugging to ease his bulk into his jacket, he said ungraciously, at his tie,
"Me, I suppose. It usually ends up with me footing the bills."
And me toeing the line, she thought, flipping through the hair-care brochures
as he totted up the balance on the chequebook stub. She hugged her warm
pampered satisfaction tighter round her shoulders like a silver fox fur. She
didn't want to undo that protection just yet.
But once the door shut off the scented preciousness behind them, Debbie was
almost knocked off balance by the unfiltered insistence of the day. The gritty
wind, gusting the raw sunshine along the street, threatened to tear through that
soft covering of her pleasure.
"Well," she said. There was more defiance than question in it. And she
turned her head first one side then the other with model-like deliberation so he
could view her style all round. "What do you think? Is it me?"
He hardly looked, then blurted, "I think you look like a tart."
She smiled a hard little smile, nodded, as she walked off down the street. It
was all the confirmation she needed.
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STEVE EVANS

Psychogeriatric Ward
During the social hour
the thimbles of cheap sherry
seem champagne,
the radio becomes a silken croon
past forty gone years.
Her long-dead husband
has many faces here.
Beguiling, she shuffles closer
to one of them
and whispers
with a fierce, electrical clarity:
"My name is Lily Rosenberg.
I'm dead."
How can he then resist?
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FRANCES RICHARDSON

Another "Very Easy Death"

The flowers are arranged-inexpertly-but the woman does not notice. She
looks at them. Not knowing her you would think she smiles. She draws her arm
from beneath the coverlet. Around her wrist with its blue veins visibly pulsing,
is a watch. It is not the type of watch you would associate with this womanwere you to know her. The watch has a leather strap. It gives its time distinctly
-in chromium plate. Her other hand fumbles with the small buckle. She
succeeds in parting the contradictory beats. She lifts the watch to her ear, holding it there. She leans back into the pillows. If you knew her you would know
that-now-she is smiling.
A young man runs across the soft lawn. The run is awkward for his left arm
is in a sling which he holds close to his body. Church bells begin a chime. The
young man seems to listen, slowing his run when the quarter hour finishes. He
nears a group of people, changing the direction of his run.
Three small children throw a ball. Two young women sit on a seat shaded
by an old sparse oak tree-a remnant from a forgotten forest. The two women
talk quietly. Another woman, younger than the other two, sits on the grass.
Occasionally, she catches the ball thrown by the children. Behind her three men
stand. One, who is older, stands slightly apart from the other two. They appear
to watch the children. The young man who has been running joins the group.
He stands with the men. A cigarette packet is passed from hand to hand.
The young woman strikes the match. As she does so she watches a nun sitting
in a distanced haloed light. She smiles as she turns towards the bed and lights a
pipe. The woman is lying on her side near the edge of the bed. Her head is lost
in the depth of the pillow. Her eyes are closed. The young woman inhales
through the pipe. She leans forward. Gently, she blows smoke over the woman's
face. The eyelids open. Pupils full, the eyes do not move.
At the top of the stone staircase, a man stands alone. He is crying. His full
beard does not absorb his tears. They fall onto his shirt front. He looks
through the window to the gardens below. A group of people sit on the lawn.
A young man comes through the glass doors onto the landing. The man with
the beard does not move. The young man places his hands on the wall. His face
is hidden by his long black hair. He draws his left hand back to his shoulder.
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The fist hits the stone wall. The wrist
fingers.

IS

fractured. Bones break in three of the

The woman's head inclines to one side. The thin hair is brushed back. Those
who know her avoid the harsh lines of her cheek and empty jaw. They do not
remember the neck so long or the angle of the head so stark. The man with the
beard sits on the floor. His back is against the wall. He cries, swaying back and
forth. The woman's breathing stops. Sounds come from the man on the floor. It
is not a song: it is a hum, made nasal by tears. The woman breathes again. He
stops. Sometimes he hums for a minute before the woman's chest heaves a few
hoarse breaths into the air of the room.
The young woman runs her fingers through the woman's grey hair, humming
a lullaby she has always known.
They are looking at the woman now. The man with the beard hums quietly.
The young woman rises from her chair by the bedside. She continues to hold
the woman's wrist, feeling the cold glass over the watch face. With her other
hand, the young woman touches the pillow. As she does, the face on the pillow
frowns. The lips appear to quiver. The young woman moves her face closer.
The baby crawls away from the women and men sitting on the grass. Three
children climb on the garden seat. They imitate sounds horses are thought to
make. Three of the four men rise. They begin to walk towards the grey building
behind the oak tree. The remaining man wears a beard. He calls to the men who
have just left. A young man turns. His arm is enclosed in a white sling. He
walks back and holds out his hand. He takes something from the bearded man
and then returns it. The two other men walk slowly back to stand beside the
young man. The baby turns. He crawls towards the men. One of the women
reaches out. She lifts the child above her head. The baby laughs. The three men
begin to move away again. The young man with the sling is holding a wristwatch to his ear.
Bells chime. The young woman looks up. She appears to be talking to herself. She pulls a blanket around her shoulders as she watches two nuns in the
glow of the far lamp. One of the nuns turns. The glow of a torch recedes into
the darkness. The young woman continues to speak softly. The woman lies on
her side. Her eyes are closed. The young woman takes a handkerchief out of a
skirt pocket. She reaches to a locker. From a bottle, she sprinkles liquid onto the
handkerchief. She passes the cloth over the contours of the face in front of her.
Lifting the cloth, she wipes her face also. The woman's eyes open. The young
woman bends forward. She is still talking softly. The perplexed expression in
the woman's eyes soften.
The staircase is silent. The corridor beyond the glass door is empty. The
blinds are drawn to exclude the sun from a time of rest. Fanlights near the
ceiling let in narrow shafts of sunlight. They warm patches of the black marble
floor. Somewhere at the bottom of the staircase, a door opens. Footsteps from
several people can be heard entering. They hurry up the steps. The tap of the
women's steps is uniform. The men, one can tell, climb two or three steps at a
time. The steps become faster as they near the landing. No one speaks. The
men reach the landing. They stop-waiting for the three women. A man with a
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beard opens the door. In the corridor stands a young woman. Beside her is a
nun in a white habit. Their footsteps do not disturb the silence of the corridor.
At moments, everyone seems to talk at once. The room is like many others.
Its chairs do not seem too hard. Nor too comfortable. Their colour does not
quite offend. Nor does it please. There are too few ashtrays and too many
magazines. No one is reading. There are two framed prints on the opposite wall
to the window. The men and women in the room drink cups of warm grey tea.
Several conversations are taking place. A man with a beard looks out of the
window. A young man stares at one of the prints on the wall. He has long black
curls which accentuate the pallor of his face. He is shaking visibly and uncontrollably. A young woman sits on the floor in front of him. Her head is in his
lap, her arms around his trembling legs. The plaster cast on his left forearm
knocks unheard against the wooden arm of the chair. In his other hand he
holds one of the young woman's braids of hair. It is hair very much like his
own.
A man and young woman come through the door. The woman is carrying a
baby. The woman lying in the bed reaches out for the child. The man stands at
the end of the bed, holding onto the cream-painted iron. He smiles as the baby
reaches out soft hands for the grey hair. The woman turns to arrange some
flowers. She smiles as the baby is kissed by lips he will never remember.
As the young woman bends her head to meet the quivering lips, the frown
deepens and the lips part. She does not move back as the bile covers her face
and arms. She watches the frown fade. Outside, on the grass, a nun sits under
an oak tree. On her lap is a baby. Nearby, three children are throwing a ball
to each other.
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JEAN KENT

Jigsaw
Today the wind
cuts the world into a jigsaw
of leaves and air and fickle cold
dust rises like chiffon
weeds in the garden unravel
grass streams in search of the sea
the umbrella tree turns itself
inside out sunlight slides
slippery as rain down its spokes
poplars quiver and relinquish
dry rattles by the fence where a newspaper
spreads flat as two hands
then waves a wa y

clenches

thin and hot as fish seagulls
are tossing in a vat of sun
while behind glass almost safe I sit
the wind
slicing my thoughts to tickertape
I flutter at the edges of windows
teased to pieces farewelling myself
reassembling on rooftops like mist
and I search for clouds

solid cut-out dreams

the last lost pieces to paste against the wind
to keep the sky from falling.
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STREPHYN MAPPIN

Outside, The Dancer

Somewhere outside, out in the soft night, past the rows of parked cars and the
glare of the streetIamps, hidden in some dark recess away from prying eyes,
shuddering with the city's discord, waits the Dancer. And the Dancer waits
for me.
He watches the back door and the front (it's always the one I leave by)
and hungers after me, his sharp ton~ue just cleaving his lips; a delicate nib of
pink flesh sensing the air around him.
The moment I step outside he will move, flitting from shadow to shadow, a
wraith in evening dress. Until in some secluded alley or building where no-one
will hesitate for my screaming he will come, stumbling faster than my hurried
flight and leap on my back, his finger digging into my shoulders, teeth clamping
tight into the muscles of my neck, while he slams into me from behind. And he
becomes me. Or I he. Whichever. It will all be one in the same when it happens.
When I go outside.
Outside, the Dancer.
It was a Tuesday night. Terry and Maureen had picked Janice up on the way
over and you could hear them as they turned into the drive, above the roar of
Terry's motor, screaming and shrieking like kids on an outing. They were drunk
already, having bought a bottle of Green Ginger Wine and some beer at the
Drive-In on the highway. Janice's breath was thick and sticky as I slid into the
seat next to her. She kept giggling and falling about as the car rocked on the
corners with Terry's driving. There was an old tape on the car stereo and we
had the windows wound down because it was Summer so the words and music
spilled out onto the empty street like tin cans, rattling and clanking in and out
of the darkened houses as we passed, "Will you still need me, Will you still
feed me, When I'm sixty-four".
By the time we reached the party I had warmed to the evening. After a few
beers Janice's green-ginger breath no longer made me want to throw up every
time I kissed her. Her nipples had grown hard and pointed through her T-shirt
and I fondled one, discerningly, between my thumb and forefinger. She had her
head on my shoulder and kept nibbling my ear and giggling hysterically as the
car rolled from side to side.
We lost one of the headlights on a gatepost as we drove in but Terry was
past caring; his hair now wild and plastered over his forehead and a cascade
of beer spots adorning the front of his shirt. We staggered arm-in-arm down the
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side of the house, past inert bodies reeking with vomit, and out into the noise
and light. A few lamps had been set up around the top of the fence and they
cast a bluish glare over the stretch of faces. A record player could just be heard
above the indecipherable roar of voices and every now and then a glass would
break or someone would scream out drunkenly. We squeezed our way through
to a small patch of lawn near the back fence and settled down to continue our
drinking.
Half an hour or so later Maureen started to shout at Terry (you had to
shout, there was no other way of talking), "Come on I want to dance. Fuck
this sitting about." She had lost a button off the front of her shirt and one
pendulous breast kept swinging into view like a great fruit. A couple of times
they stood up and staggered about to the music but the crush was too great and
they fell back into our corner with Maureen cursing, "Bastards! Fuck them, I
want to DANCE!" She leaned back behind her, hot and flustered with her
exertion, and threw up in a great heave all over the remains of a flower bed
and started sobbing. Terry gave her some more Green Ginger Wine to settle her
down again.
We got jack of the party very early. It was so crowded there was nothing to
do except drink and sit, and even that didn't last long because the alcohol ran
out and it became too crowded to do anything but stand. Maureen still wanted
to dance and kept jiggling up and down against Terry until he suggested we try
and find somewhere where something was happening.
"You won't find a dance on a Tuesday night for Christsake," said Janice.
"And there are hardly any clubs open, not now. I reckon we ought to get some
more to drink and go down the park or something. There's better things than
dancing you know." She leant against me for support more than anything.
At the Drive-In I bought another two dozen cans and we headed across
town to a park Janice said was great because no-one went there. When Maureen
asked how-in-hell Janice knew about it if no-one went there she just laughed
and ripped the top off a can of beer so it sprayed all through the car and into
Maureen's hair. Maureen called her an old slut then opened some cans for the
rest of us. The night was stinking hot and the smell of beer seemed to fill the
car even with all the windows down and Terry driving at nearly twice the
speed limit.
We decided to take a short cut to the highway down some back streets and
veered off into a lane where there were no streetlights at all to show the way
and our solitary headlight formed a great cold arc up the walls of the buildings
as we drove past.
Janice had started working already and her tongue was sliding around inside
my ear like a warm, wet worm. Her pants felt moist against my hand and she
kept clamping her thighs together and pushing with her pelvis, murmuring something which sounded very like "Oranges and Lemons", but I couldn't be sure.
The combination of the heat, the drink and Janice's tongue had started the
blood pUlsing in my head and everything appeared to be on a slight slant and
my eyes couldn't hold whatever they were looking at for very long because they
kept slipping off to one side all the time.
Then we were airborne, though only briefly. We hit the seat in front and
ended up in a tangle on the floor of the car before we had even realized what
was happening. Janice went out like a light. 1 could hear Maureen shouting at
Terry, "There, over there, where the bloody light is. What are you, fuckin' blind
or something? Go back you. .." The car slewed round in a circle cutting off
her last words.
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I eased myself up painfully from behind the front seat and looked out
through the windscreen to where Maureen was pointing. Illuminated by a battered lamp hung an old-fashioned sign . . . DANCE TONIGHT.
From behind I heard Janice come back to life in a confusion of threats and
obscenities.
Inside tulle undulated from wall to wall and a million sequins rose flashing
in a scintillation of colour. The men in black Dress Tails were gliding between
the twirling dresses, defiant and dignified, like shags in a sea of wild foam.
Through the musty light the dance floor appeared to be like the display window
in a sweets shop, revolving with glittering clusters of human meringues and
chocolate soldiers.
"Jesus Christ," I whispered. "We've walked right into 1930."
The girls giggled uncontrolably as we paid the fifty cent door charges and
walked in through the little turnstile. A huge banner above the stage announced
. . . SCENESCENTIA BALLROOM, while a wreath of coloured streamers
dropped ponderously to the floor. Around the walls head-height mirrors reflected the dancers, doubling the length of the room. And from the stage a band
played "I'm In The Mood For Love" almost too slowly for recognition.
We sat on one of the rows of benches and watched them swirl around each
other, their faces set in masks of concentration, following a pattern of steps as
rigid as the lines of a mathematical grid.
"There must be fifty fuckin' yards of net in anyone of those dresses,"
Maureen said, her voice roaring out strangely. Some of the old people on the
benches glared in our direction. All the while the dancers went round and round
unnoticing, the movement of their dresses filling the air with the sound of
heavy static.
Maureen leant over toward me, "Hey Strephyn, you know how to do some
of this ballroom crap, don't you?"
"Yeah," Janice mirrored. "You went to that Murray's place on one of those
voucher things. I remember. Why don't you ask one of the old biddies for a
dance? Let's see you show them all up."
The dancers were so determined they didn't even notice me on the floor until
it was too late. One old character, stepping expertly backward in a sort of slowmotion waltz, collided with me and let out a muffled exclamation as I was
whisked away by the mechanical velocity of his partner. She hardly flinched,
just danced on regardless, correcting my clumsy steps with the motion of her
body, lifting me onto vertiginous paths prearranged by a thousand pit-a-pat feet.
Dragging me on into the frequency of the dance.
Her face was painted over with the mask of a twenty year old; lipstick cut a
careful arc into the overlay of white powder and her eyelashes were caked stiff
with mascara. On her cheeks red highlights formed china-doll patches while a
tiny beauty spot sat underneath one eye like a tick.
All around her hung the heavy scent of lavender perfume.
She was like a tree, rotten and decayed from the inside with age or parasites,
yet holding its outward appearance through a layer of bark.
As we danced the drink began to affect my vision more and more. Everything seemed to blur into one long coloured strip. I saw my partner's face, my
own face reflected in the mirrors, Janice and Terry and Maureen on the bench
laughing and pointing, the old man whose partner I now had, the band, more
dancers, my partner, my face, Janice, Terry, Maureen, the old man, and the
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music seemed to be louder, the band, dancers, partner, me, Janice, old man,
band, music ...
And then the old man was in front of me, his face red and angry, holding
his arm out to ward me off from his partner. I heard his voice come vaguely
as if from a distance, "Excuse me, I'd like to cut back in now. I think you've
had quite enough." The woman was standing stock still in my arms staring
down at me, smiling slightly through her mask. I had a sudden flash of her
naked in the same position, her brown skin sagging with age, old dugs drooping
down to her belly paunch with its underlying straggle of hair like a Chinaman's
beard. I recoiled, her perfume filled the air around me, thick like a lavender
smoke. Terry was shouting out over the noise of the band, "Come on Strephyn,
let's go". And the music was loud and discordant, falling in heavy notes and
rhythms through the other dancers who seemed to be staring at me as they
moved around in circles, their old eyes red· rimmed and weeping, accusing, or so
it seemed. Terry was shouting loud and soft, sometimes clear, then blurred with
the music which now swelled up all around me and I had to get out of there
but the old man was holding me by the arm and pushing back without letting
go, trying to force me away from his lady which was all I wanted but he was
forcing me and that was making me angry and I couldn't get out. Terry
appeared next to me and grabbed the old man to pull him away and I was
kicking and there was screaming, "No, no, no," from the old lady. His face
was there in front of my boot and I could see it kicking and feel it but some·
how didn't know why or who was doing it and my boot kept going into his
face harder and harder. Terry was pulling me back and shouting in my ear but
I couldn't hear him anymore, only see the man's face which was red now but
not with anger anymore and out from the side of his mouth his false teeth
stuck like they shouldn't have been there at all and I knew he was dead, I could
feel it everywhere. The woman was screaming into my face, "Why, why, he
didn't do anything. He didn't, he never. I'll never let you get away. Someone
please, the Police, oh God, he's, bleeding. Please. I'll get you." And then we
were running and the hall echoed from all sides and it seemed like there were
only footsteps crashing off the walls back and forward, back and forward. I
watched myself in the mirror like I was another person running and felt curious
as to why he should look so strange and out of place with all the dressings of
another era standing around not knowing what to do about he/me who was
running away. I suddenly realized that the band wasn't playing and felt strange
in the quiet with only the footsteps for company. Then it was cold and the
night was everywhere around me.
I can only recall the trip back home in stops and starts, there are so many
blurred images, things that couldn't have happened or I've exaggerated until
they seemed to be part of someone else and are no longer recognizable. And
there was the violence. It seemed to burst out of me in fits, reacting and moving
without my knowing-I put a fist through one of the car windows without
realizing until the glass had shattered and I could see my hand with the knuckles
all torn and bloody. Janice wrapped it in a piece of cloth she found in the back
of the car.
There was the sound of the motor and another of Terry's tapes turned up so
loud that it was impossible to make out exactly what it was. I was frightened
and erratic. The certain knowledge that someone had died and that his death
was back there in the hall among the sequins and tulle, immovable, as a part
of my existence, hung heavy on me and I kept lashing out at it trying to keep
it away, not wanting it to be a part of me as it was and still is. I could see all
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the dancers standing around the old man reflected in the mirrors with my own
image almost as if I was outside of a huge glass- house looking in at myself and
others looking out. And I raged at myself tearing at Janice's jeans, pushing her
down onto the seat again and again until she yielded and cried and cursed at
me and herself and everything while I pulled one of her legs up over my
shoulder and fucked until I was certain I was alive and that death had no part
of me, not then, not right at that moment, because I was alive and could feel
it and no-one would be able to tell me any different or take anything away
except his death because I could feel and smell being alive with every fibre
until I came shuddering and cried and collapsed crushing Janice into the corner
of the seat and Terry pulled into the driveway.
I was full of movement and light and sound as they pulled me out of the
car; I can still hear Janice crying and Terry telling her to shut up or she'd wake
the neighbours and that there was no need to worry because no-one could have
known who we were and no-one could find out if they all just shut up and
didn't let on. The house seemed to be miles away as they half-pushed, halfdragged me across the lawn-the light on the porch looked like a sun wavering
on a heat-hazed horizon. Even after they had laid me out in the bedroom
thinking I was asleep I could still hear them arguing in the kitchen and Terry
telling the girls over and over that everything would be ok, not to worry. And
I knew I was going because the room just would not remain still no matter
how hard I concentrated and even though I wanted to stay conscious because
there was this strange sensation everywhere like I was not in the bed in the
room at all but outside under the trees or I was seeing someone outside under
the trees, I could not be sure and gripped tight onto the sheets to reassure
myself that I was where I was and nowhere else.
You know how sometimes when you wake up you wish like mad that you
were not awake at all. And you want to reject it more than anything you've
ever wished for, to go back to sleep or dissolve away and not be anyone anymore. Because the sudden awakening brings with it that awful sickening feeling
that you've done something, even though as yet you're not altogether certain as
to what it was, that cannot be remedied. More than the hangover and the ache
in my torn hand I felt an overwhelming nausea at being alive and having to
remember the night before.
I dragged myself out of bed in the late afternoon_ Outside the sun had
already fallen past my neighbour's roof and everything had a grey Winter's look
even though it was Summer and hot and I was stinking with sweat. I tried to
ring Janice but her mother answered and told me she was too ill to come to the
phone. Terry and Maureen were out.
In the shower each drop of water seemed to form itself deliberately, build
up speed, then crash accusingly onto my skin, hammering home the reality of
being awake, alive, and, by now, terribly aware of everything that had been.
[ did not want to stay at home, not alone. The night seemed to be creeping up
like guilt around me and the walls and doors of my house had become no more
than a weak illusion of security. I dressed and headed out for the company of
the hotel.
By the time I stepped outside it was dark and a breeze had sprung up making
the leaves rub together like a chorus of rusty voices. The street-lights faltered
between the trees, shuddering bravely. And there was a hollow, sea-shell-heldclose-to-the-ear roar coming from the direction of the city centre.
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The pavement flowed on under my feet. The street was deserted. Only an
occasional car fled past, all lights and machinery, and was gone, leaving the
breeze and the leaves and myself on the empty sidewalk.
Two or three blocks away from the hotel there is a pathway choked with
rubbish which runs between an old block of flats and a disused clothing factory.
Some years ago the decomposing body of an old metho drinker was found lying
among the junk like a child's rag doll lies in a toy box, bent around the other
toys which are broken and useless through years of loving abuse. The light at
the pathway's entrance was smashed by children long ago and has never been
repaired.
It was here that I heard it, hissing mto my thoughts as I strode by deep
within my guilt. A sort of loud whisper. But almost as if it came from within
rather than being audible. I stopped and looked back into the darkness. Something moved, or seemed to, far down among the shadows. And I was afraid.
But more than the fear I felt compelled, dragged, without my really knowing
why, to step toward the sound, slowly at first-then faster, to see what I already
knew was there but could not force myself to accept as real and to take flight,
telling myself over and over that it was probably just another old drunk.
He was crouched into a corner between a box and the fence, almost as if he
was trying not to be there/to make himself too small to exist, with his old man's
hands clapped tight over his ears, quaking like it was cold, and with the end of
his tongue protruding, pink and disgusting, from between his lips. I began to
make out words and phrases, " ... like a nerve, raw ... noise is pain .... Francis
... need him, need him like skin".
His face was as [ remembered from the night before, disfigured and bloody.
Though not bloody as in a day later, dry and black, but still open and flowing.
Only his eyes were different, lit fiercely from behind, and they held me, blocking off the night and the alley, leaving only his face.
"You can't be," I mumbled. "You're dead, you have to be. I ... "
He smiled, drawing his tongue back inside his mouth, and I noticed his false
teeth were back in place. His voice came from all around, hollow and shapeless.
"Yes," he said. "But you're not. And Francis is lonely."
Panic is like a wave forming on an ocean. If you're swimming out past the
break you can feel it. There is a shift in emphasis, nothing dramatic, a sort of
slipping sensation, but with this terrific power you can sense behind it. If you
move with the wave the power builds up around you and becomes immediate
and visible, as a gigantic muscle pushes itself up hard under skin, until it
breaks. Then there can be no stopping it because its full course must be run,
from end to end, when it finally dies, sliding over and into the sand. And though
there is no clear beginning to it, there is a definite, final ending.
I ran without intelligence, blindly, not thinking of direction; wanting only to
be away and somehow unaware of what I had seen. I fled from him, stumbling
over boxes and through seemingly endless acres of junk, out into a dead area
where the backs of disused buildings stretched upward, their naked flanks exposing veins of pipes and rusting iron ladders. His footsteps were forever with me.
Not fast. An old man's stumbling tread. Unhurried, unchanging. No matter how
hard I ran.
It was over before I had time to accept that it had begun. The footsteps
came on, on like I was not even moving. [ could see the street out through a
gap in the buildings, far away, something on the screen in a movie, and I ran
toward it, or tried to, I couldn't really tell, because everything seemed to dissolve
into slow motion as T moved and the street did not come any closer, only the
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footsteps and then the breathing from a windpipe heavy with mucus, popping
with sticky bubbles. And I felt his fingers reach my shoulders, not like fingers
touching flesh but as you see a heavy object dropped from a height hit the earth
and split it, sinking in and holding fast, becoming a part of it. My mouth
opened wide and I could feel my tongue, a flap of useless leather, working itself
up and down in a scream which existed nowhere except inside my head, bouncing uselessly from side to side. His breath hissed in my ear one tiny, previously
innocuous, word, "Mine", and then his teeth were in the flesh of my neck,
sliding into it, into me and I could feel myself parting and pain flowing through
me from behind, into every particle and nerve-end like it was always meant to
be there. And his tongue became mine and his hands and feet and teeth and
everything, and the street was gone, only her face was there, decayed and
painted over, swimming in front of our eyes as if caught in a spotlight. The
music welled up around us while past her head in the flicker jflick of moving
light images of the other dancers came and went in time, endlessly. Until her
fingers began to run up and down our back with a hot energy and her eyes
became wet and heavy. And her hands came together in our hair, clutching,
dragging us down to the gairish dress which was torn open exposing one horrid
breast with its nipple expanding out excitedly like a slug extending from its
shell. And our mouth opened, breathing in the thick lavender fumes, and I
heard her cry out in passion and triumph.
And so he waits. Out in the soft night. For the moment I step outside. And
he becomes me. Or I he. Whichever. It will all be one in the same when it
happens. Again and again. When T step outside.
Outside, the Dancer.
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ARTHUR LINDLEY

Still, Life
Motionless in Singapore and Brazilian music,
Romey in a green sundress, her copper hair,
this auburn woman in a Vermeer pose as if
the kitchen counter were some pale spinet;
shoulders bent in grey noon light before
a whitened wall, her incongruous cigarette
dangling at the angle of light; brown hands,
the silver, sugar, poised over earth-green cups;
face oblivious to smoke, steam, observation:
Romey, motionless in a pool of music.
In the next room, watching, empty-handed
among apples and tapestries, I am Vermeer,
de Hoogh, Jan Steen: those divers among coral,
seeing figures as hard-edged, vivid and still
as tropical fish. They saw as if they'd always
been away from what they'd never left, as if
that liquid light were a sea they could leave,
and walk apart on unpeopled land, until
their homes grew clear and foreign.

She walks through the door, cups in hand,
smiling near-sightedly, as though a question
I have not asked were floating just beyond
her focus. Which it is. So, later, Romey:
bright in afternoon sunlight, stretching across
two cushions, still as an odalisque, still
smoking, telling me of a friend in Brazil,
and that we're not in love.
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Academic Benefits
I am no longer, as they say,
mad about you. I can watch you
walk toward me without loss
of equilibrium, hear you talk
on any subject unpersuaded, and
can watch your sweet, near-sighted
questioning look and not taste
sweetness. So I am, as they say,
sane about you, as I am sane
about walls, waste paper and disasters
in Bolivia, and know that love
is a mass hallucination mercifully
confined to poets and the last
few hundred years, linked to
the breakdown of the extended
family, affective individualism,
two Brontes, one Byron, God-knows-Wagner,
the rising divorce rate, the fear
of death and the death of God
wtih the attendant transference
of religious feeling to the merely
personal,
not to mention the SUbjection
of women, for which see Mill,
1.S., but note that I am still
standing, sane as stone, unmoved
on my own stone floor, and thinking:
I am sane, which means unblinking.
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ARTHUR LINDLEY

Ark Politics
(for Fay Zwicky)

And were there two of every
microbe on the Ark:
the twisting spirochete, the waiting viruspolicemen of the future? And their
Victims, milling below, what did they
all feed on but each other?
Or were they fed with air or odors,
or with self-renewing flesh?
God loves each of us, but not
as much as balance, the principle
of rational economy, the most
of all things saved: the number two.
In those warm holds what pairing,
ill-lit breeding and devouring,
in the cozy wooden shell between
their stalls and the unseen sea ....
How else to keep the earth
from sinking when it rose again:
drowned, barren, unprepared before
the rush-hour crowd of re-creation,
Tumbling off, while the ineffectual crew
crowded into the highest cabin, blowing
unheard whistles-all schedules lost!muttering darkly at the fall of mathematics.
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"Good Fences . .. "
(Post-Colonial Cocktails, Singapore)

Every conversation is a silence
somewhere else. I watch your
Asian spouses watch the two
of you, English face to English
face, glowing with unconscious
conspiracy, building the Midlands
dialect jokes, the names of places
shared and shreds of songs into
a pavilion of exclusion.
The intent, perhaps, no darker
than to put a fence around
an evening, with a gate or a wife
to leave by at the end, to dance,
but mostly to be seen in, now,
this once, by the expressionless
faces you'll go home with
as this evening's second choices,
saying, in the dark enclosure
of the car, 'how interesting
we come from the same place.'
So strangers serve
to keep our lives alone.
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JON WATTS

A day one summer
'And don't be late home ... .'
She says
But the sound of her voice
Fades quickly as I cross the road
And my sandals slap the gravel path
Across the moors
As I fling my boy being
Into the morning blue sky
Like a lark
Bursting from the ground
To set the air trembling
With her joy.
Over my shoulder
The house sinking slowly
Below the hill
With a final
Chimney finger warning
That lingersThen another step
And it's gone
And I'm freeFree
To spin
A fleeting singing shadow
Across the heather
On the salted wind
Free
To gather
From the rocks
And earth and trees
From the sea and sky
The fantasies
That fill my days
And send me
Soaring
From the high cliffs
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Away
Across the sea shore
Ribbing sands
Skimming
The weedy pools
And turning
On the whisper
Of a wing
To scream
Against the grasping
Holding land
Meeeeee!
Meeeeee!
Meeeeee!
Then with the evening
And a windburn itch
I turn again
To cross the moor
Measuring
The plodding shadow
Which grows longer
Heavier slower
Till the front door
Holds it fast
And hollow
From the hall
She says
'You're late .. .'
The message
In the echo
Of her anger
Says
'You're home again ...
At last.'
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LEON SLADE

Pastoral
P-plates and pimples yet a long way off,
friday of each week, we'd build the stock,
a beast at a time, of glossy enamelled
animals of lead: a horse or cow, a sheep or goat.
It kept us kids off the sweets.
Robert's ram, with its great golden purse,
was best: we'd shear it every other day.
Sunday's roast and monday's cold
leftovers seemed far removed.
Only the bright white cocks,
with their shock red wattles,
seemed related to our own real world
that clucked about in our backyard.
The lead milkmaid's pail,
between her legs, was overflowing.
All good things come to an end.
The farmer takes a wife.
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BEATE JOSEPHI

A Week in the Country
A meeting of German and Australian Writers

In March of this year. two groups vf leading writers. dramatists.
poets and critics from the Federal Republic of Germany and Australia took part in a series of meetings in Melbourne to discuss
problems facing the contemporary writer.
Writers in the West German group included Hans Magnus
Enzensberger. Peter Riihmkorf. Reinhard Lettau. Arnfrid Astel.
Michael Kriiger. and the Swiss-German author. Jiirg Federspiel.
Writers in the Australian Group included Barry Oakley. John
Tranter. Helen Garner. Judah Waten. Andrew Taylor. Laurie Clancy
and Fay Zwicky. Starting with a live-in symposium at Kallista in
the Dandenong ranges between March 14 - 20 where such topics as
public lending rights. translation. foreign language publications and
other related issues were aired. the series concluded with a panel
discussion between the two groups on March 21st at the Melbourne
State Film Centre.
The inter-cultural exchange was reinforced by the opening of a
3900-volume travelling book exhibition from the Federal Republic
of Germany. The whole enterprise was jointly financed by the
Goethe Institute and the Literature Board of the Australia Council.

Almost any biography of a writer of the twentieth century, particularly if he
was English, is certain to feature a photo of him sitting in a deckchair or on
a bench. The picture shows him in the beautiful setting of a country estate,
sometimes immersed in a book, sometimes in the company of friends. And, as
we read in the biography, it was on those long weekends in the country with
a number of friends and acquaintances that the more decisive words about
literature were spoken. Protected from the public eye but not from the attentive
ears of their peers, writers played around with ideas, and aired their differences
and jealousies in witty phrases. In the seclusion of these weekends they took
suggestions for writing more seriously than in any public debate, since advice
was given and meant personally. Or else, they carefully observed and collected
material for another story.
This is, more or less, what happened recently in the middle of March for
one week at Kallista in the Dandenongs. There, near Melbourne, five German,
one Swiss and eight Australian writers-also partly representing the magazine
and publishing trade-met to discuss literature. However, the meeting was not
one of those chancey get-togethers. brought about by good weather and upper
class patronage. It was the result of long and careful planning and was funded
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by the Goethe Institute, Pro Helvetia and the Literature Board of the Australia
Council.
One might wonder why Australia was chosen to receive this attention by
the Goethe Institute. Six long distance air-fares had to be paid and the German
visitors all received a sizeable fee, all of which amounted to a fair sum of
money. Three immediate reasons perhaps can be found. The concept of writers,
editors and publishers meeting their counterparts from another country was
very much the idea of Dr Gerhard Murjahn, director of the Goethe Institute's
Melbourne office, the head office for Australia. He, in response to many visiting
writers' reports, was no longer content with the old scheme of sending one
single author from one little group of German students to another and to help
a few German speaking fans to meet their heroes. This kind of tour might suit
the writer who knows little English and who is more intent on presenting himself than learning anything about the country he visits, but it leaves little room
for international dialogue. And since Australia is an English speaking country,
and English is spoken by most Germans with tertiary education, language was
not necessarily a barrier to communication. Also, Australia is a country which
can benefit greatly from a wider exposure of its literature in Germany as its
contemporary literature is virtually unknown there. Though there are plenty of
poetry festivals. within Europe where European, and American, writers can meet,
few Australians can afford to go and even few can be funded to go.
The symposium at Kallista was a concept, therefore, from which Australia
stood to gain. Australia though, of course, would try to reciprocate in similar
terms: in trying to launch more German and Swiss contemporary prose and
poetry into its literary magazines, and possibly some drama other than Brecht
or Handtke onto its stages.
To ensure that a rewarding dialogue took place the participants were to live
for one week at a hotel or conference centre somewhere in the country. Initial
ideas had included genuinely remote spots like Arkaroola in the South Australian outback, but the choice eventually was narrowed down to Kallista in the
Dandenongs, about an hour's drive from Melbourne's city-centre. Sceptics talked
about the 'internment of writers' but Booth Lodge, a former private house now
owned by the Anglican church, bore little resemblance to a prison camp or even
to a university college, the usual scene of academic conferences. After all, the
meeting at Kallista was not intended as an academic conference. No speeches
were scheduled and no papers read that were to go down as milestones in
literary exegesis.

In fact, the talks away from the conference table were just as valuable as
those recorded during the morning and afternoon sessions. Judah Waten, for
example, displayed his formidable knowledge of Russian, Australian and other
writers, and in particular of their in-laws, only at lunch or dinner. Breakfast,
on the other hand, was more the scene for gruelling accounts of the Germans'
combat with Australian mosquitoes. Jiirg Federspiel tried fighting them by
splashing himself with Whisky while Reinhard Lettau's stories were variations
on Grimm's tale of the 'Brave Little Tailor'. The later the hour, the more likely
the discussion was to embark on matters such as the real value of literature;
into which country one would go for exile (Enzensberger thought of Ecuador,
others the Vatican) or which jobs other than writing one could pursue. Here,
an amazing consensus on the interest in real-estate was reached. But it soon
became clear that this interest was only the camouflaged desire to write the
ultimate form of unadulterated fiction, real-estate ads.
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However, the week was not altogether formless. The talks were given some
direction by the selection of certain topics for discussion on particular days.
Monday and Tuesday saw an exchange of information on the writer's economic
survival, Wednesday was 'Open Day' with some further twenty Melbourne
writers, editors and journalists joining the party. On Thursday and Friday workshops were held for all those who wanted to put in a piece of their work for
discussion or, to be more precise, for criticism.
By Thursday, if not earlier, it was clear to all participants that the workshops would not be a mere polite exchange of praise: The symposium wasbesides everything else-very much an exercise in group dynamics. After five
days with one's compatriots and foreign colleagues (a two day excursion to
Wilson's Promontory preceded the week in Kallista) likes and dislikes, idiosyncracies and habits, some of which were easier to tolerate than others, had
become obvious.
The Australians were a far more diverse group than the Germans: their
ages ranged from seventy to thirty-eight, they represented all genres of literature
and three in the group of eight were women: novelist Helen Garner, poet Fay
Zwicky and publisher Hilary McPhee. The others were playwright Barry Oakley,
novelist and short story writer Judah Waten, short story writer and editor
Laurie Clancy and poets John Tranter and Andrew Taylor. It may have been
this diversity which led the Australians to get on so well together, and the
Germans and the Swiss had to be assured in the end that the Australian literary
scene is not always so peaceful.
Personal controversies and clashes of temperament were perhaps more likely
to occur in a small group that had no other audience but itself for the finer
witticisms and ironies expressed in German. And even though Hans Magnus
Enzensberger, considered as one of Germany's best poets-if not the best poet
-and finest essayists stipulated "There are no hierarchies in poetry", the effects
of such a well known constellation within the German literary scene as the
"Gruppe 47" still live on. One of the features of the "Gruppe 47" was its
tribunal-like character. After hearing part of a manuscript, it approved or
disapproved of the author. This approval or disapproval was often the decisive
point in the writer's career: Some never survived the rejection, and some, of
course, became its prominent members. Gunther Grass (The Tin Drum) and
Hans Magnus Enzensberger are among those. Even though the "Gruppe 47"
ceased to exist in the seventies, the ties it once helped to form could still be
felt, especially in this group, where five out of six writers were between the
ages of forty-eight to fifty-two. Hans Magnus Enzensberger belonged to it, also
Reinhard Lettau, novelist, essayist and "master of the short form". Today
Lettau is Professor for Comparative Literature at the University of California,
San Diego.
The workshops, a kind of abridged manuscript-session. were Enzensberger's
suggestion. The format of group discLlssion suited him particularly well, with
his superb command of English and his inclination to speak from quite unaccustomed points of view. e.g. that cannibals, after all, are an endangered
species and need protection, or that few animals except horses have a stake in
the survival of mankind. Enzensberger, in fact, is very concerned with the
question of disappearance, death, extinction and survival in his last two books,
The Sinking of the Titanic and The Fllry of Disappearance (not yet translated). However, Enzensberger hated any suffocating solemnity and by considering these matters in more extraordinary ways he avoided the danger of
taking himself too seriously.
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Michael Kriiger was, at thirty-eight, the youngest of the VIsItors. A poet and
critic, he has also been for thirteen years a publisher with the Hanser Verlag
and for five years co-editor of A kzente, Germany's best known and most prestigious poetry magazine. Akzente has been going strong for twenty-seven years
and from this year on Kriiger is the sole editor. In fact, Kriiger was very
interested in looking for publishable and translatable Australian poetry for
Akzente as he thought that German poetry currently finds itself to some extent
at a dead end and could do with some stimulation from countries where writing
is still done somewhat more unselfconsciously. But to these aspects of the
symposium later.
Then there was Peter Riihmkorf, poet, story teller and essayist from Hamburg where he lives as a freelance writer. His verse, often rhymed, has a Gwen
Harwood-ish sharpness about it which, unfortunately, is hard to translate. As
Peter Riihmkorf did not feel very well on arrival it was suggested to him, by
one of his German colleagues, that he start work on a rhymed calendar for
hypochondriacs, consisting of 365 different complaints presented in North
German blank verse. Unfortunately, Peter Riihmkorf did not take up the suggestion; besides, his state of health improved rapidly under the friendly Australian attention bestowed on him. The other participants were Arnfrid Astel,
epigrammist and producer of the literature programme of one of Germany's
radio stations; and last, but not least, Jiirg Federspiel, who is not German but
Swiss.
Still, as Switzerland's literary capital is neither Ziirich nor Basel but New
York-so the others were told-Jiirg Federspiel, too, spends at least half of the
year in America, writing short stories, novels and plays that concentrate on the
more morbid and grotesque aspects of life. His contribution to the reading on
the 'Open Day' was an excerpt from his play "Brotherhood". "Brotherhood" is
about the come-to-Iife waxwork effigies of the Siamese twins Chang and Enk
Bunker at Madame Tussaud's waxworks. To avoid being melted down they have
to tell Mme Tussaud their life story in its more titillating colours. Their parts,
in the reading, were played by Barry Oakley and Jack Hibberd.
Given these different interests and temperaments, what then was the outcome
of the discussions? The first two days, concentrating on the more practical
matters of a writer's economic survival, were mostly an exchange of information about the writer's situation in the two countries. Barry Oakley enviously
listened to how much a German playwright can earn with one radio play since
he can sell it-due to Germany's federal broadcast system-to eight different
stations. Similarly enviously the Australians heard about the amount paid for
one public reading in Germany (around $200); and there are lots of public
readings as a result of Germany's denser population and somewhat keener
interest in hearing poetry read. In common, however, was the fact that the
publishing of poetry never earns any money and that the author, if he is a
freelance writer, has to save up time and money earned through readings or
other activities to finance this kind of 'unproductive work'.
The only differences in this part of the discussion emerged on the topic of
state patronage to literature: The Australians had few reservations about the
need for and desirability of state funding, i.e. Literature Board grants; mostly
because there are preciously few other ways and means to survive as a freelance writer in this country. The Germans, on the other hand, were more distrustful of it, being far more wary of the benevolence of governments and of
the dangers of being forced into the position of the 'court-jester', as Enzensberger called it.
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This exchange of information, however, did provide a useful and necessary
increase in knowledge of each Other's literatdre, especially as little is known
about Australian Literature on the whole overseas. And even though German
Literature is somewhat better known in Australia, this knowledge often concentrates on figures of the past, sl;ch as Rilke or Thomas Mann, rather than on
the contemporary writing scene. It certainiy was the contemporary writing
scene in Australia that editors like Michael Krliger and Arnfrid Astel were
interested to learn about and to collect material from for publication and
broadcast in Germany. In their op:nion, there was no doubt about Australia
having a voice of its own. It was ralher sl!rpri~ing to see in the workshops that,
for example, a poem by Andrew Taylor, \\hich the other Australians thought
was very European, was unmistakably Australian in the Germans' eyes.
In this respect t';e work,hops were partic~llarly valuable as they offered a
different perspective. A poem or story whic:l, so far, may have found little
understanding in one's own country could very well appeal to the foreign
visitors-though this was not necessarily the case. But it would be wrong to
get the idea that the Australians rc,~ardcd t!le German visitors as a kind of
higher tribcnal to appeal to about the worth of their literature, If Hans Magnus
Enzensberger's dictum, that there are no hierarchies in poetry, is true, it certainly was proved here: the AJstraliam wen: just as critical of the German
material presented for disc~!ssion as the Germans were of the Australians. The
assumption that the 'younger culture' would mostly busy itself with vying for
the attention of the older one was proved quite wrong: in fact the Australians
were very aware that they offer a freshness and immediacy of language that
many of the European literatures, if not certainly the English literature,
currently lack.
An assumption that the Germans were necessarily the mentors and the Australians the learners became very clear d:rring the public panel discussion that
followed on Saturday at Melboclrne's State Film Centre. The questions of the
audience, many of them emiGre Germans, ret1ected the stereotype suppositions
that can easily emerge about an Australian-German writers' meeting. There was
first of all the idea that German writing necessarily regarded itself as avantgarde, a notion which Michael Kr(:ger and Lnzensberger quickly denied. Then
there was the idea that all the German:;, bein,; very much politically conscious
writers, would instantly issue statements against the state and nationalism, the
moment they were given the chance to do so. Again, to the audience's surprise,
the Germans did not jump to the occasion and their advice for a continuous
caution towards the state was no more fervent than the Australians'. And, as
Reinhard Lettau pointed out, nationali~m is the ugly brother of patriotism; and
patriotism, as seen currently in Vietnam or Poland, can be a very commendable emotion within a people.
The most frequent question asked at the end of the symposium was, of
course, 'what are the res'Jlts'?'. Bllt this que~;tion presupposes that writers are
something like literary diplomats-which they are not. There were no standpoints and resolutions to be negotlated and no communiques to be signed in
the end. What came out of it all probably resembles far more the 'results' of
a long weekend in the country spent with friends, acquaintances and people
one did not know before at all: a better knowledge of the others, some friendships, contacts-in this case mostly publishing contacts-new ideas, stimulation,
a host of anecdotes and most likely, stories, poems and sketches. After all, that
is what writers are about. The fact that the governments of the two countries
footed the bill did not seem to worry even the Germans.
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JURG FEDERSPIEL

Swiss watching a mishap

One can hear people laughing from far off. They are standing on the tramway
island, on the footpath, a few have stopped on the tramrails, and all eyes are
on one man. He is perhaps around fifty, small, and has a cart which is loaded
as high as he is. On the cart (actually only a board, one metre wide, two
metres long and attached to it are four wheels ten centimetres in diameter; I
think department stores use them to transport carpets), well, this cart is packed
absolutely to the brim. A folded iron bedstead can be seen, two mattresses,
three tightly stuffed, well tied potato-bags, two pieces of green, worn out armchair upholstery, on top of them several suitcases. On top of the suitcases
cartons are piled, tied down with several pieces of string; and on top of them
lies a rolled-up carpet, broomsticks sticking out at one end. All this is crowned
by four chairs which, with their seats upside down, frame the carpet.
The chairs obviously had fallen down because now, as I come closer, the
man is absorbed in fastening them to their previous position. He does it without
haste and wthout paying any attention to his audience. He has a strong-boned
peasant's face; greyish-black hair, olive skin, dark brown eyes; he is stocky,
broad shouldered and athletic. Now he circles with slow thoughtful steps this
giant pile, measures it again with his eye, takes the handle and starts to pull.
I watch the onlookers: some shake their heads disapprovingly. I wonder
whether they disapprove of the cart, I mean, the cart as such? No decent man
would transport half his belongings in this way, would he? Perhaps he's not
quite right in the head? You can do such things in Naples, or maybe in
Turkey, but we are here in Basel, at the Clara platz ... The faces reflect interest,
puzzlement, doubt and also amusement. The number of onlookers increases. It is
eleven in the morning on a Saturday, people have been shopping in one of the
three department stores or in the supermarkets and are now making for their
cars or a restaurant; and now this unexpected spectacle.
It works! The man, going backwards, his eyes on the cart, has worked his
way about three metres in the direction of the Middle Bridge over the Rhine
[Mittlere Rheinbriicke]. The people are about to disperse-when, at this moment,
the back left wheel falls into a tramline. The pile starts gliding, but everything
still keeps on top of each other. The man lets go the handle, catches the load
with both arms, and at this moment one of the chairs topples, dangles from its
string. Now the whole lot comes apart; the other chairs, then the cartons and
the rolled up carpet fall onto the street. With them the suitcases come down,
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then the unholstery, and finally the bags. Laughter. It is actually really funny.
It would be wrong to cal\ it a malicious laughter. [Schadenfreude]
The man remains unperturbed. He unties the string with which he had tried
to hold everything together and begins to restore order. First the potato-bags,
which this time he puts on top of the upholstery, then the suitcases, the cartons
and so on. On the other side a tram passes. Luckily, on the other side. The man
is sweating but shows no nervousness or haste. The spectators laugh like in the
cinema. It's Buster Keaton or Laurel without Hardy. Nobody helps. Who, after
all, helps in the movies? The man now has rearranged the chairs, checks everything and moves to pull his cart. He is alone in the world. He has a task. The
wheels roll.
Probably the man started to pUI\ too abruptly or had not judged the weight
of the chairs properly because now the whole load, stubborn like a monkey,
resists the move and comes sliding down at the back. The chairs descend left
and right like wings, the cartons slide out from under the carpet, the suitcases
veer out and flop onto the bitumen.
The guffawing and laughter of the crowd follows as for a successful clown
act. The footpaths on both sides of the street are ful\ of people. AI\ stil\ full of
elation. A few faces, though, show some concern; a few, mainly men, don't
laugh. There is no drumming or whistling, so it must be innocent fun. Otherwise the police would be immediately present at such an event. With flashing
lights, of course.
The man (perhaps Italian, Greek or Turkish, certainly no local) starts his
work again. He ignores the advice shouted at him to take first of all one half
and then the other. He bends down, opens the strings, puts things on top of
each other, thinks, sorts out; Sisyphos cannot be imagined without dignity. His
instinct tells him that a tram is now due on his side of the tracks; without delay
and haste he carries the fallen chairs, suitcases, cartons and carpet onto the
footpath, moves the cart to the curb-and lets the tram go by.
Nobody helps. Oh no, it is not scorn or lack of human feeling (at least not
initially), it is curiosity. What will the man do next? This man moving in
another world?
He keeps at it. Bags, upholstery, suitcases, cartons, the carpet with household tools, the four chairs: carefully, then lovingly, he piles belonging on top of
belonging, pushes them into their right places, knots strings, weighs, adjusts and
goes over it with a scrutinizing eye. A shepherd of his possessions.
People wait. Grin. Stare. Occasiona1\y laughter of anticipation. His possihle
compatriots are also watching. Some irritatedly, others simply laugh. A fool is
a fool. The dregs of italy, a distinguished Swiss politician once said. One should
call the police, or something, someone eventually said in a loud and clear voice.
He says it with an undertone of commiseration and compassion: after al\, who
actually likes to call the police? Look at that [Achtung]. The man has again put
himself next to the handle. The cart starts moving, the load shakes threateningly. No, it works. This time it works.
The crowd begins to applaud and laugh. The man and his load manage five
metres. Then the cart gets caught up in its own momentum, the chair legs
wriggle and sway, the cartons come sliding out, and on the very bottom, the
bedstead makes its bid for freedom, the mattresses desperately cling to their
support and fo1\ow, then the upholstery, everything, yes everything. Absolutely
everything.
The crowd hoots, applauds, laughs.
Scorn? No.
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Applause; Yes. Applause for what; applause for whom? Brave men (isn't
that the usual expression) cross the street, talk to the grim man, the strange
one; he listens without listening-wants to start all over again-but people
begin to pick up his things, to sort them out and in the end they literally finish
it all off by bundling the man and his belongings into a small street around the
corner where he obviously intends to live.
Life, after all, writes the most beautiful stories. Not the true ones. But the
most beautiful ones.
Translation: Beate Josephi
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GRAEME KINROSS SMITH

The Gull in a Green Storm A Profile of Francis Webb (1925-1973)

AT TWOFOLD BAY
The football bus hammers the final mile
From Candelo, and everyone is singing.
Some force, one must imagine, stacked them here
Around a random sort of village hill
That could be meaningless or full of guile.
All is the same: the bay's blue shadow clings
To the brain's swaying trestle. But all is well;
The shillings crash against the bar, the beer
Is cold, and the ex-Corporal
Will have electric lighting in his house.
That sturdy wooden box, the movie hall,
Proclaims to us our ancient bill of rights.
The blue, pressing at nightfall, will not dowse
The flippant crimson weathervane that glides
Above the filling station, nor the lights.
Upon the beach at afternoon the blue
Is of corruption, and the swooping rain
Flaps on the yellow, muddied wings of air,
Slashing the sea to ribbons, barging through
The railing's coop around the headstones-white
And cringing things, like chickens. Once again
Blue breaks into the middle distance glare,
Dragging the headlands closer: in the foam
A torn fish slumps along like a fallen kite,
The jarred fan of a box flicks out and back.
The sky tilts forward with a shallow grin,
Leaning on lightning's sprung and rotten stick,
And huge against the storm the old Boyd Light,
Blinded and hollowed and crippled, hunts for home.
To attempt to set down a man's life is a humbling business. Francis Webb's was
uncannily like the life of a saint-monastic, espousing the Lady Poverty of St.
Francis of Assissi, all his simplicity and compassion, and all his pain. As an altar
boy, during his days of schoolwork and athletics at Catholic Schools in Sydney,
and later as a consummate artist in words, he was steeped in the lore of the
Catholic church. He was a Christian humanist. Like Kenneth Slessor before him,
he summed up the dual ground of his poetry: "All beauty, all joy? Yes, and all
pain and disfigurement.' He saw poetry as communion. He valued it for its
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'heightening or ameliorating sense of companionship in human experience.' Webb
was a gentle man, warming to people, birds, animals. 'He was the least gossipy
man I have ever known,' says his friend Dr. Kelman Semmens. 'He spoke little in
iudgement of other people, and then said only what he could say in praise of
them'. At the same time, he spoke very modestly of his own work, although he
was quietly proud of it. 'Sometimes he pushed humility to the point of obsequiousness,' wrote another friend and fellow poet, Craig Powell. In Webb's poetry, too,
there is a steady, self-deprecating humour.
For Francis Webb there had also to be music. Mahler, Vaughan Williams,
Bruckner, Moeran and other Romantics, or the arias sung by Jussi Biorling-it
came to him through the mantel set, the radiogram, the transistor that he always
kept close in the many monastic rooms he occupied over the years. And music
informed Webb's poetry and his life. Vincent Buckley struck a perceptive note
when he said of Webb's poem about the composer, Gustav Mahler: 'To say that
in such poems Webb is using music as a comfort to himself is to tell only part of
the truth, because music is also the source and embodiment of his chance of union
with the world.'
At times for Francis Webb there was a desperate need for union, for harmony
with the world. Family photographs of his earlier years show him as a youthful
athlete and book-lover, a walker and swimmer, and later as a clear-eyed enlisted
airman training as a Wireless Air Gunner during World War II in Canada. So it
is that some photographs taken in later years come as a great shock-Webb's
face hangs dead with the inner ravages of mental illness which stalked in and
out of his life from the time of his first breakdown in London in 1949. And yet,
as his poetry and the testimony of his friends both show, Webb's own 'lovingness',
his concentration on what revealed the loving kindness in others, and his absolute
devotion to his craft of writing, a passion that interfused with his religious faith,
remained constant and clear. From the time that his poetry reached the wider
world in the Bulletin in 1941, while he was still a teenager, until his death in
1973, Webb produced five collections of verse. His Collected Poems, published in
1969, contain some of the most beautiful lyric poetry and poetic sequences ever
written by an Australian. It was the contribution to human understanding of a
man with prodigious artistic stamina, and an inner strength in the face of mental
anguish. With many others, his friend, the poet Rosemary Dobson, has wondered
at this. 'And the marvel to me,' she said in May 1974, at a memorial seminar at
Sydney University honouring Webb's life and work, 'is that having achieved that
poetry and having withstood for so long illness and anxiety, he was still a person
of whom one could most truthfully say that his outstanding characteristic was
courtesy. He must indeed have been very often physically and mentally exhausted.'
Francis Charles Webb-Wagg was born in Adelaide in February 1925, the only
son of Claude and Hazel Webb-Wagg. He had two elder sisters, Mavis and
Claudia. Fifteen months later his younger sister Leonie was born. His father was
a pianist and piano importer, who in earlier years had given piano lessons in his
own music shop in North Sydney. He later had a shop in Adelaide. In April 1927
his wife unexpectedly died of pneumonia. He was devastated and found it impossible to care for his young family. From the age of two Francis Webb and his
sisters were brought up by their paternal grandparents, Charles and Amy Webb,
in North Sydney.
Webb's grandfather was the retired captain of a Sydney ferry. He knew and
watched every boat on the harbour. His two brothers, Chris and Haydon were
very active Sydney yachtsmen. Thus Francis Webb grew up with boating talk, living
close to Berry's Bay, looking westward to Ball's Head and eastward up the Har50
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bour. With his grandfather he sailed round to Bradley's Head, the Spit and Middle
Harbour for boat races. Able to afford the necessities, but with little to spare, the
family was happy. The Webb grandparents, and their great aunts on their grandmother's side read to the children, and surrounded them with books and music.
There was the gramophone, player rolls for the piano and family sing-songs in
the evenings. Although his three sisters learned instruments, Francis Webb did not,
but his intuitive sensitivity to music went deep. His memory for themes heard only
once was very sharp as his memory for complete poems-both his own and those
of others-was later to be.
In 1931, Francis Webb began his first two years of schooling with the Sisters
of Mercy at the St. Francis Xavier School at Lavender Bay. He then went to St.
Aloysius's College. In 1936 the family moved to Chatswood, where Francis went
to the Christian Brothers College for three years and finally completed his Leaving
Certificate at the school of the Christian Brothers at Lewisham.
Webb's boyhood experiences pointed him, in many instances, towards the
things that became important pivots later in his life and work. In the hours after
school, or on holidays and weekends along the shores of Sydney Harbour he went
swimming or boating or walking in the bush. Chatswood then lay close to
stretches of sparsely settled bush between Middle Harbour and Lane Cove. Webb
tramped through it with his school friends and his dog 'Roger'. Around the
house in Chatswood he was accompanied by another pet, a garrulous galah called
'Georgie' who sat on his shoulder to bite his ear. His concern for animals, his love
of birds started here-he hated even the shooting of rabbits-and the harbourside
touched off his reverence for the sea and the bush that was to blossom in the
two great south coast poems that he submitted to Douglas Stewart at the Bulletin
only a few years later-'A Drum for Ben Boyd' and 'Disaster Bay'.
In the church of st. Francis Xavier at Lavender Bay and later at Our Lady
of Dolours at Chatswood he followed devoutly the Catholic religion into which
he had been baptised, serving as altar boy at mass from the age of seven until he
was fifteen. It gave him a feeling for church Latin. The household was strong in
the church. His grandmother was a Catholic, but it was more often his grandfather, a non· Catholic, who chivvied the children off to early morning mass and
cooked them a breakfast of bacon and eggs on their return.
One day in May, 1939 Francis Webb came home from school to find his grandfather dead in the house. For Webb, fourteen years old, the blow was very hard.
He expressed his sense of the loss of a fellow spirit, whose life and feats had been
redolent with associations of experience and place for a young boy, in his poem
'For my Grandfather' published in 1948. It is a poem for a man of the sea and
Harbour, who used to act as yachtsman for wealthy Sydney retailers and boat
owners, who used to swim from Dawes Point to Blues Point in the days before
the Harbour Bridge. Its final lines are nautical and just:
And to those years dusk comes but as a rift
In the flesh of sunlight, closed by memory;
Shells stir in the pull of water, lift
Fragile and holy faces to the sky.
My years and yours are scrawled upon this air
Rapped by the gavel of my living breath:
Rather than time upon my wrist I wear
The dial, the four quarters, of your death.
His grandfather's role as mentor was assumed by Webb's uncle on his mother's
side, Carl Foy, a man who, in turn, took him into new areas of experience-horses and horsemanship, swimming, and appreciation of painting. The two
haunted galleries, Webb learning of the work of Australian artists such as Norman
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Francis Webb in the late 1940's

Lindsay and Roland Wake lin. Then nephew and uncle would adjourn to a
restaurant in the heart of the city to enjoy conversations in which they practised
their French.
Underlying Webb's life too was his passion for words and for books. Even as
an eight year old, he had written a group of poems for his grandmother on her
birthday. One section, 'The hero of the Plain' bore marks of his reverence for the
poems of Adam Lindsay Gordon that he pored over in school. Later he contributed pieces to the 'Sunbeams' children's column of the Sydney Sun and submitted poems to John Dease for his radio programme on station 2GB. Dease
asked to meet him. He was surprised to find that such a young boy had written
the pieces. Webb dearly wished that John Dease would play his favourite record
of songs sung by the great Enrico Caruso on his programme-but Webb's copy
of the record was too worn for broadcasting! As a fourteen year old Webb wrote
book reviews for the 'Young Critics' segment of Dease's programme, "World
Famous Tenors'.
In his final years at school, a free agent who knew his own mind, Webb rejoiced in his love of literature and reading. There he was introduced to the poems
of the Jesuit Gerard Manley Hopkins, with all their pertinence to the religious
life and the celebration of nature. He searched out other Hopkins poems and
became interested in literary biography. His spare pennies went to buy booksAdam Lindsay Gordon, Dickens and others-that he picked up in second-hand
bookshops on Saturday mornings. Towards the end of his schooling he knew he
wanted to write. Later, confirmed in this, he was to change his name by deed-poll
from the more cumbersome Webb-Wagg to the simple Francis Webb-a name of
clean lines for a writer.
At seventeen, in his final year at school, Webb for the first time took a poem
to the Bulletin literary editor, Douglas Stewart, at the paper's office in George
Street, Sydney. Stewart read 'The Palace of Dreams' and detected in the measured
beat of its final line the signs of a lonely vision and talent: 'I tread these stairsand none but I.' He published the poem in June 1942. Noticing the strong influence of Keats in Webb's work Stewart advised him to read as much as he
could of twentieth century poetry also. Webb returned in later months with poems
that had been touched by his reading of T. S. Eliot and W. H. Auden. Thus began
a writer-editor relationship that lasted the remainder of Webb's writing life. He
continued to send the majority of his poems to Douglas Stewart at the Bulletin
for their first pUblication even from places as far afield as Canada and the United
Kingdom.
Webb had published his first two poems-'A Sunrise' and 'Australian Night'in Lewisham High, the school magazine of the Christian Brothers School at
Lewisham, in 1941. In his Leaving Year there in 1942 he took second place in
the New South Wales English Honours list. It earned him an Exhibition to Sydney
University.
But Webb did not go on to the University. In 1943 Australia was beleaguered;
the war in the Pacific and Europe was intense. Webb was pacifist by nature, but
his hatred of the evils of Fascism and his awareness of the stakes for which the
Allies were fighting decided him to defer his course and enlist in the Royal Australian Air Force.
He trained first at Tocumwal in southern New South Wales, then at the air
base at Richmond in the Hunter Valley. Later in 1943 he was sent by ship to
Canada to train as a Wireless Air Gunner. Webb remembered Canada fondly. He
made many good friends in the airforce. From the air base in Winnipeg, Manitoba,
he could reach out into the broad Canadian prairie country at weekends. On his
leaves he travelled into the United States, or to Ottawa and Montreal. He repreWESTERLY, No.2, JUNE, 1981
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sented the RAAF in the mile event at the Canadian services athletic sports in
1944. Webb's flying log-for 'aircrew other than pilot'-ends on 10 October 1944,
and records the completion of his altitude training on 2 June 1945. He was within
two days of being sent to the war zone in Europe when the German surrender
was announced. For Webb who revolted at the thought of taking part in killing, it
was a sudden release. Although he seldom spoke about his war training, the weight
of its expected horror on the mind of someone of his sensitivity is evident in
poems like 'Gunner', with its dream·pictures of tracer reaching for planes in the
sky, and his pondering on the graves of airmen in the Pacific islands, 'Dawn
Wind on the Islands'. Webb was flown back to Australia and was demobilised
late in 1945.
At last in March 1946 Webb was free to enrol in Arts at Sydney University.
He studied English, Latin, French, History, Ancient Art and Archaeology. He
revelled in being able to read in the Fisher Library, in studying the exhibits in
the Nicholson Museum of archaeology. In the evenings he sometimes trained by
running around the University campus, or practised for the mile-the distance
race he had perfected from his schooldays-on the Chatswood oval closer to
home. He won the Mile event in the University Athletic Championships in 1946.
He was broad-shouldered and fit, strict in keeping to the right foods, and always
preferred to walk in his fast, sweeping gait rather than to ride. But the need to
write nagged at him. He pursued his studies for six months and then gave them
up. His whole mind and energies had become committed to a vaster and more
creative task.
Francis Webb's love for the south coast of New South Wales ran deep. Over
the years he took bus and train from Sydney to revisit it whenever he could, looking again at the sheltered sandy arc of Twofold Bay at Eden, at the relics of its
whaling history, at Benjamin Boyd's scatter of buildings along the shore below the
ruined red-brick shell of his church at Boydtown. His poem 'At Twofold Bay'
has captured the essence of those visits. Twofold Bay and Disaster Bay, further
south near the lonely promontory of the Green Cape lighthouse, provided the
landscapes of the long poetic sequences Webb was writing during 1946 and 1947.
The heroic figure of Ben Boyd, early Australian buccaneer, whaler, and pastoralist,
whose life, shrouded in rumour and intrigue, had retreated into the fogs of myth,
was the work's legendary human centre. For weeks Webb read deeply about Boyd
and the history of Twofold Bay in the Mitchell Library, trying to unravel the
truth about the man, but realizing that there were many truths, and none final.
This was the fascination for Webb of his subject and his own artistic search. Week
after week, Webb returned from his research to write further sections of the
poem, each a vignette told by a different observer of Boyd, each tinged by the
background of wooded land and constantly moving sea. For physical relief Webb
would go ice-skating at the Sydney Glaciarium and come home to write again.
Finally his sister Mavis typed up the poem under the title 'A Drum for Ben
Boyd' and Webb took it in to Douglas Stewart at the Bulletin. Stewart suggested
that it needed an introduction of some sort. Webb went away. Within two days he
was back with a newly minted introductory section, 'From Our Roving Reporter'.
Stewart, who was astounded at such poetic facility and energy, tells the rest of
the story:
I remember Francis Webb, anxious for my opinion after he had shown me
'A Drum for Ben Boyd' in manuscript, edging into my office just at the
moment when I was writing him a letter saying that I had spent the weekend
with Norman Lindsay reading and re-reading, discussing and re-discussing it,
and we had both reached the conclusion that it could not be thought less than
'major poetry'-as I typed those two words, Webb walked in, and I handed
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him the letter unfinished, as it stood. I dare say it had said enough. He looked
stricken rather than pleased, as if the whole burden of his hopes or his dreams
had suddenly been loaded upon him.
In the Bulletin in July 1946 Douglas Stewart serialized the poem, with its beautiful recreation of the historic morning when Boyd first sailed into Sydney Harbour
in 1842 in his ship 'The Wanderer':
1842. An immense shaking of the sun
On the little flat waves of the harbour,
And a young town grown from myths at the world's end
Where the South is a swaggering fantasy, not yet sober.
Quiet are the blue-notched Heads,
Quiet the ticking of the spray-we barter
Our one grey albatross and rearing tonnage of swirl
For a leaning shore, land-birds, an officious cutter.
The Wanderer, swaying like a mirage
Of snow country, drifts in safely;
While all the paunchy loafers near the dockside
Gape at an apparition so wholly lovely,
Plumaged with softness, yet diamond-beaked
With purposeful bowsprits of destiny.
Trumpets and adulation here take over,
The original impact and dream rest with the sea.
Still shy and diffident, Webb went with Douglas Stewart to visit Norman Lindsay
at Springwood. Webb walked to the Springwood township to go to mass, then the
three strolled and talked in Lindsay's garden, Webb enthusing about his fellow
Australian writers, but deprecating his own work. Early in 1947 he produced his
other major south coast poem, 'Disaster Bay': It broods with the imminence of
shipwreck, telling again the story of the foundering in the night of the ship
'Ly-ee-Moon' with the loss of 76 lives near Green Cape. The poem shows that
Webb knew that coastline and its history with great thoroughness; its lines are
sewn with the names of ships and coastal features, its descriptions with details of
rock and weed and the wayward power of the sea.
It was a fertile few months for Webb. He also produced a rough draft of his
poem 'Leichhardt Pantomine: Introduction in a Waxworks', carrying further a
fascination with the heroic and exploratory figures in Australian history which
was to be one of the principal marks of his work until the 1960s. The explorations
of figures like Leichhardt, Cartier (the pioneer of French Canada) and Edward
John Eyre, the explorer of the Great Australian Bight, were also in themselves
images in Webb's mind and work for the artistic search upon which he was
engaged.
Douglas Stewart noticed Webb's nostalgia for Canada in 1946 and 1947. Late
in 1947, Webb returned there. For a year he worked for his keep on a farm in
the broad wheat lands of Ontario, adopted by the farm family almost as a son.
Although he was never to drive in Australia, he bought a car and travelled
across Canada. He visited again his Jewish girl friend there, as well as a girl he
had known and corresponded with in the USA. In Canada Webb took up his
running again but a knee injury prevented him from competing in the Ontario
Track and Field Championships in 1948. Then he worked as publisher's reader
and editor for the MacMillan Company in Toronto, still sending his own poems
back to Douglas Stewart for pUblication in the Bulletin. In 1948 his first collection,
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Francis Webb wrote of the tragedy of the Ly-ee-moon in his long poem Disaster Bay, written in 1947

A Drum for Ben Boyd was published in Australia, glVlng notice of a new and
individually talented poet. It was illustrated by Norman Lindsay.

In 1949 Webb crossed the Atlantic to England. There, living in London, he
suffered a devastating breakdown. He spent a period in hospital in Camberwell,
but was left frail and uncertain. In 1950, his sister Leonie flew to London to stay
with her brother until he was well enough to travel. Then she brought him home.
On the way to Australia, accompanied by a special nurse, they stopped at Rome,
and visited the Vatican. Webb landed in Australia exhausted and mentally disturbed.
Webb gradually settled back to a normal life although he was restless. He kept
before him the artistic search for experience and knowledge, and his religious
faith. Poetry was his way of celebrating these things-a way of looking forward,
and of sharing his balance of joy and pain. In one of his few statements about
his life and work outside his letters Webb writes of this with moving directness:
What do we seek of the trusted companion? His honesty, and that half-loaf
of comfort. Poetry, as in Dante, can teach; but that is not its primary
function. And pure, honest companionship may implicitly carry comfort
within itself, neutralizing the often frightening sense of solitude in our affairs.
Because even the rather disordered imagination represents no more than an
exaggeration of certain traits in the hodge-podge we call 'normality', I hope
my own attempts to order experience may ring a bell in some readers' hearts.
Perhaps all that can be asked of any poet is his honesty, and a certain fundamental reverence for his given craft.
Webb's artistic output did not wane. In 1952 he published Leichhardt in Theatre,
his second collection, which had grown out of those earlier tentative drafts of
'Leichhardt Pantomine' written at Chatswood in 1946 and 1947. In 1953, he published privately in Adelaide his collection Birthday. In 1961, after a further period of
six years in England, he published Socrates. and in 1964, The Ghost of the Cock.
His Collected Poems appeared in 1969.
In the three years following his return to Australia in 1950, Webb was not
long in the one place. He stayed sometimes with his sister Claudia and brother-inlaw, Keith Snell at their fruit-growing farm at Galston, near Berowra Water north
of Sydney. There he could absorb the rite of orcharding-stone and citrus fruits,
apples, oranges and lemons-breathe the clear air of the rocky ridges, and write.
He was fascinated by the story of 'Captain', an old Suffolk Punch draught horse.
'Captain' was harnessed up at Galston to pull out a 1t ton tractor stranded deep
in mud, when all other tractors had failed to move it. At the first attempt tractor
defeated horse. At the second try, down on his knees, straining with all his heart,
'Captain' slowly dragged the tractor from the bog. Webb built the horse and his
old handler, Phil Fishburn, into 'Man, Horse and Motor', part of his 'Galston'
sequence. He celebrated Foster's waterhole, not far from Keith Snell's farm, in
the poem 'Hopkins and Foster's Dam', a part of the same sequence. Foster's
was a leafy, secluded waterhole on Coolah Creek. It mirrored wildflowers. It
was fed by a waterfall and attended by an aboriginal cave smoked dark with the
camp-fires of centuries. The poem describes the pool in still night, Webb seeing
it as Gerard Manley Hopkins would see it, using it to ruminate about the sensibility behind the work of the poet he had revered since his days at school in
Chatswood and Lewisham. Webb said later he was expressing 'a deep reverence
to the poet who still hasn't been fully discovered'. Through the poem comes a
calm assurance but also a sense of gentle unrealized power. Its final lines beautifully suggest the constant fall of water:
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Foster's is built of the waterfall.
Falling water is as the face of waiting:
The sleep, and from the sleep
A shining difficult thought,
The creek, building Berowra and the wide reaches.
Falling water is as the face of waiting.
Yours also is as the face of waiting.
In 1950 and 1951 Webb stayed at the Galston farm. He used to retreat to a hut
near Foster's waterhole to write, camping there with a small stove, a bunk and
a hurricane lamp, coming up to the house for an evening meal. At other times
he attended readings of the English Association in Sydney, sometimes reading
his own work.
He also used to take bus and train to the south coast to look at the block
of land he had bought in the 1940s at Sussex Inlet on George's Basin. Or he would
drop in, painfully shy and polite, to see the friends that he warmed to so much in
'the attic' at Angus and Robertsons, his publishers, at 89 Castlereagh Street in
Sydney-Nan MacDonald, Beatrice Davis, Rosemary Dobson. Back at Galston
again, he would go walking in the bush or read aloud to his sisters from the
latest poems of people he cherished both as friends and fellow-writers-David
Campbell, Douglas Stewart, Rosemary Dobson, Nan MacDonald, Vincent
Buckley. Webb's bond with Nan MacDonald was very strong. Both were deeply
religious and Nan MacDonald in their meetings, in the correspondence she maintained with him, was perhaps Webb's most supportive and understanding friend.
Webb several times stayed with his sister Leonie and brother-in-law Peter in
Victoria in 1952. In Melbourne he worked at a variety of jobs from clerical work
to manual labour which he welcomed as physical release. He spent some time
also in South Australia. Western Australia and Tasmania. all the time producing
the poems that were to make up his collection Birthdav (1953). The title poem.
a tough and original verse plav about Hitler and Fascism was broadcast by the
RRC in the mid-1950's.
The Birthdav collection also contains 'The Canticle'. Webb's long sequence
about St. Francis of Assissi. His cleen interest in St. Francis was fired bv Father
Curran. a Dominican Prior at Wahroonrrli. From Gal~ton. Webb rode pillion on
Keith Snell's motorbike on his m'lnv vi~it~ to talk to Father Curran. The poem.
when it was finished. comnlete with all the touchstones of the Saint's life. imnres~ed the Dominican deeplv.
Tn 1953. with three collections of noetrv nuhlished. Wehh returned to England.
He settlecl in Norfolk near the conntv town of Norwich attenclNI hv its old city
wall and the river Wensnm flowinp: hv. He felt "t home there. in the fI'lt or ro11ing
countrv. the fens extendinp: from the sell. It W'l~ a district of sm'llI distinctive
vi11'lo-e~ and nuh~. and of h;~toric'll as~oci'ltions-with the Roman occupation.
the earlY Eno-lish chl1rch. the TTniversitv dtv of Camhriilo-p and with Oliver
Cromwell and his p:arrisonino: of Norwich during the Civil War.
Tn the next six vears Webh nrodnced nrohahlv his p:re'lte~t poetrY. the pieces
later to make un his memorahle book. So('rflfes find Of"", Verses. published in
1961. The collection begins with the lonp'er title poem. 'Socrates'. the philosopher
facing the morning of his death and thinkiM coolly of the eternal Questions of
art and human affairs and how they must rub against the imperfection and fallibility in ordinary human lives:
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All sophistries are true;
We live on casual crumbs,
I argue God with you,
Our child is doing sums.
But after treading all the nonplussed street
Pot-bellied husbands wipe their strutting feet.
Together-a likely two:
She croaks, he ha's and hums,
Their faces turning blue
With argued odiums:
"You save your soul, I darn this something sheet."
Pot-bellied husbands wipe their strutting feet.
The collection ends with the poem 'Eyre All Alone' a return to Webb's Australianbased theme of search and exploration. The poem centres upon the journal of
Edward John Eyre as he struggled to traverse the Great Australian Bight with
his one surviving aboriginal companion Wylie, in 1841. Eyre's physical journey
and trials become symbolic in Webb's work of the journey in spiritual discovery
of the human self as Webb wrote in a note to the poem:
Eyre's personal journal is infinitely more dramatic than this poem can pretend to be. My insistence on Eyre's aloneness is not an overlooking of Wylie,
but comes from my seeing such a journey of discovery as suggestive of
another which is common to us all.
Even more powerful, however, are the several shorter pieces in the centre of
the collection-the finest lyrics that Webb was ever to write. Among them are
'Bells of St. Peter Mancroft' describing the belfry of the church that provides an
approach to Norwich Cathedral. The poem's beautiful final celebratory stanza
catches both the rhythm and the rich sound of the pealing:
And the belfry, hale and blest:
Picture the jolly hand
Milking each swinging breast
Of its laughing golden sound.
Or Webb's love of Norfolk is reflected again in his fascination with the Norwich
school of painters of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in poems like
'Mousehold Heath'. The heath was the subject of one of the Norwich paintings.
There are also poems spilling into Webb's later collection The Ghost of the Cock
(1964) that take up this fascination again-particularly the sequence 'In
Memorium: Anthony Sandys, 1806-1883' which honours beautifully this painter
of the school and penetrates the springs of art, its dependence on the marvels of
metaphor, light, and spiritual and religious discovery. When Webb returned to
Australia in 1960 he brought with him nine original landscape paintings of the
Norwich school of painters. His family has since donated them to the Willoughby
Municipal Library, Chatswood, where they now hang.
At times in Norfolk Webb reached a peace of the spirit that he had not known
since the 1940s. And yet he was spending long periods of treatment in psychiatric
hospitals-at Winson Green in Birmingham, at the David Rice Hospital at Drayton in Norwich and at other places. This makes the Norfolk lyric poems in
Socrates all the more remarkable. They find beauty in spite of anguish. In 'The
Yellowhammer' for example, as the critic W. D. Aschcroft has pointed out, we
can hear through Webb's description of the Norfolk fog'Working, tumbling, doddering face of war
Fog overruns without thunder a taut spire
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-the distinctive inexorable tread of the call of the bird, the yellowhammer:
' ... it is the song, the footfall of the yellow hammer .. .'
But the lines also suggest the inexorable onset of another bout of mental illness
which Webb has known before and will know again-'the grey rat nibbling at the
soul.'
During this period Webb published some of his poems in such papers as The
Times Literary Supplement and The Listener in London, but sent most of them
to the Bulletin, Southerly, Prospect and Australian Poetry in Australia. Poems
such at 'Hospital Night', 'To A Doctor', 'Electric' and 'Death at Winson Green'
treat quite directly Webb's experience of hospital treatment. The last is one of
his most compassionate and moving pieces. He describes the death of a patient
close to him at Winson Green hospital in Birmingham. This simple man repre·
sents the mortality and the dignity in death of all men:
The wiry cricket moiling at his loom
Debates a themeless project with dour night,
The sick man raves beside me in his room;
I sleep as a child, rouse up as a child might.
I cannot pray; that fine lip prays for me
With every gasp at breath; his burden grows
Heavier as all earth lightens, and all sea.
Time crouches, watching, near his face of snows.
He is all life, thrown on the gaping bed,
Blind, silent, in a trance, and shortly, dead.
Through all this, Webb had the long-standing friendship of doctors like Dr.
Klinghardt and Dr. Napier at the Norwich hospitals to succour him. From these
contacts came Webb's infinitely tender poem 'Five Days Old'. He spoke of it as
his best. At Christmas 1957, when Webb was staying at his home, a young doctor
gave him his new-born child to hold and quietly left the room. It was an act of
deep friendship, bespeaking the doctor's trust in Webb and a sense of his need.
For Webb it was a revelation, the holding of a Christ-like innocence and purity.
The poem is hushed and rapt from its opening lines, capturing the beautiful,
ingenuous life held in Webb's arms:
Christmas is in the air.
You are given into my hands
Out of quietest, loneliest lands.
My trembling is all my prayer.
To blown straw was given
All the fullness of Heaven.
The tiny, not the immense,
Will teach our groping eyes.
So the absorbed skies
Bleed stars of innocence,
So cloud-voice in war and trouble
Is at last Christ in the stable.
Now wonderingly engrossed
In your fearless delicacies,
I am launched upon sacred seas,
Humbly and utterly lost
In the mystery of creation,
Bells, bells of ocean.
Too pure for my tongue to praise,
That sober, exquisite yawn
Or the gradual, generous dawn
At an eyelid, maker of days:
To shrive my thought for perfection
I must breathe old tempests of action
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For the snowflake and face of love,
Windfall and word of truth,
Honour close to death.
o eternal truthfulness, Dove,
Tell me what I holdMyrrh? Frankincense? Gold?
If this is man, then the danger
And fear are as lights of the inn,
Faint and remote as sin
Out here by the manger.
In the sleeping, weeping weather
We shall all kneel down together.
In 1960 Webb was ready to return to Australia. Dr. Napier of Hellesdon Hospital
in Norwich describes his yearning again for his home country in a letter:
' . . . I had a sneaking feeling that poets ought to be a little unhappy, if
you know what I mean. Troubles of the heart or something. However, in the
end he (Francis Webb) persuaded me that 'how can we sing the Lord's songs
in a strange land?' and we arranged the return to his home country.'
With the assistance of the Commonwealth Literary Fund, (which had for years
assisted Webb with a literary pension that met his simple needs) Webb returned to
his family at Galston for a time, and then moved to Bloomfield Hospital in
Orange, where he had a separate room and was able at times to work at a job
in the town with the help of Father Manning, a parish priest. His sisters and
brother· in· law took over a farm at Crudine in the mountain country east of
Orange in 1969 so that contact with him would be easier. Webb was to spend the
remainder of his life at various places in Victoria and New South Wales.
When Webb's collection, Socrates and Other Poems, appeared in 1961, its
quality confirmed his standing as a major Australian poet. Herbert Read, the
English critic, remembered the occasion in his Preface to Webb's Collected Poems
in 1969: 'A visit to Australia in 1961 was rich in surprises, topographical and cui·
tural. But what remained outstanding, or rather permanently wonderful, was the
discovery of a poet whose power, maturity and universality were immediately
evident. The volume given to me by another Australian poet (David Campbell)
was Socrates, then recently published .. .' In 1964 Webb's final collection, The
Ghost oj the Cock. was published. It had great richness and breadth of diction and
subject matter. It contained poems celebrating music and composers. It held the
beautiful short sequence 'Around Costessy', centring on the little village of
Costessy some 8 km from Norwich, where Webb had spent happy days along the
banks of the Wen sum River. The poem is a sequence of appreciative pictures of
Norfolk landscape, steady farm horses, old towers, and touches of Norfolk his·
tory. Webb in the poems sees a beauty that touched the Norwich painters, that
sounds visually with the passages of Bruchner's Ninth Symphony. The poem is
clearly drawn from a myriad of impressions from the past, all of which affirm
Webb's faith in the dignity of the life struggle.
In the poems 'Canobolas' and 'Going Free' Webb writes about Mount Cano·
bolas, the low mountain that dominates the landscape of orchard country to the
west of Orange, New South Wales. From the sweeping, park·like grounds of
'Bloomfield' Webb often watched the sun set behind Canobolas. On weekends
his family used to call to take him to the mountain-lunch and a swim first at
Lake Canobolas, and then a drive to the summit where television towers rise
above the trees. At other times Webb would go home to the farm at Crudine,
delighted to doss in its 120 year old cottage by the river. He was keen to help
with the round of jobs involved in sheep and cattle raising on the 3,000 acres of
hilly country dissected by the Crudine River. 'Frank was full of questions about
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what I was doing with feeding, shearing, shifting stock,' Keith Snell, his brotherin-law, recalls. 'He always wanted to work with me, even though his hands got
red raw and blistered. But I would never coddle him. It would have reduced
him in stature. He was doing what he wanted to do.'
Webb's recurring need for hospital treatment continued in those years-writer
friends and others visited him at Callan Park, at Bloomfield, at the Rydalmere or
Parramatta Psychiatric Centre. His poem 'Ward Two', from The Ghost of the
Cock touches on this. It is a remarkable eight-part sequence that ponders the
technology of psychiatry ('Pneumo-Encephalograph') and then describes from
the compassion conferred by his own experience a series of fellow patients that
Webb had known and cared for in Ward 2 at Parramatta Psychiatric Centre'Harry', a mongoloid whom Webb used to wheel about, 'an old timer', 'a homosexual', 'the old women' and others. The poem ends with the section 'Wild Honey'
a haunting poem about a girl Webb observed at a Sports Day at Orange-'... a
girl beleaguered by rain, and her yellow hair.'
Sometimes Webb would come out to stay with friends like Craig Powell, a
doctor and poet, who lived at Hunter's Hill. Later, at the Plenty Hospital in
Melbourne, with the help of Dr. Kelman Semmens, he gained a simple room to
himself where he could write in some privacy, surrounded by the talismans of
his life-his books, radio, records and typewriter. There he wrote again, after a
silence of two years-'St. Theresa and the Child', 'Incident', 'Mahler's Ninth' and
'Sturt and the Vultures'. He dwelt eagerly on Kel Semmens' opinions of his new
work and had lunches of good literary talk with people like Vincent Buckley and
Evan Jones of Melbourne University, and members of the English Department at
La Trobe University.
In 1970 he became restless, and asked to leave Plenty Hospital. He moved to a
monastery of the Pallotine Fathers at Warburton for a time, and spent some time
moving about in Victoria. In 1971, he packed and went north to be ready for
the Pope's visit to Sydney. He stayed for a time at Crudine, coming and going
for a few months until illness overtook him again and he was admitted to Callan
Park and later-transferred as a voluntary patient-to the Rydalmere Psychiatric
Centre. There he wrote his last poem, about a twelve-year-old Italian child saint
-'Lament for St. Maria Goretti'. It was his first poem since his writing of the
poems at Plenty Hospital in Melbourne. When Webb was satisfied with it a
friend and nurse at Rydalmere, David Lamond, sent it for publication to Poetry
Australia. Before it appeared, Francis Webb died suddenly of a coronary occlusion
at Rydalmere on 23 November, 1973.
There are many pictures of Francis Webb from those who loved him and admired his work-from his family, his doctors, fellow poets, social workers, editors,
and the many people of religious orders who knew him. All their recollections add
towards a final impression-that of a man of remarkable courage, religious conviction and dedication to his art of poetry. Webb's buying of books and records
was legendary. He brought many books-new and antiquarian-back from England in 1960. They were dissipated among friends or lost in his many moves after
that. Kelman Semmens pictures him having gained permission to go to the city
from Plenty Hospital for a day, coming home excited and pleased with the new
book purchases and an account in detail of what he had read in the bookshopshe was a very fast and efficient browser. He was a night-owl-his sisters recall
him writing late into the night to the music on the radiogram in his days at
Chatswood and Galston. David Lamond, who saw Webb write his last poem,
'Lament for St. Maria Goretti', at Rydalmere, recalls that it was 'written exclusively at night and in the early hours of the morning'. Webb also had the ability
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to remember long passages of poetry-his own and that of others-which is
unusual among poets. He used it at times as a means of cutting himself off from
hospital noise and distraction, rocking in a chair, and going over the lines to
himself. His rooms were generally monastic, as befitted a man who spent long
periods at prayer and whose interest in the lives of saints and religious figures
never waned. Rosemary Dobson described a visit to him at Rydalmere-'You
know those medieval paintings of narrow cells with perhaps one very long tall
window with a tree outside? Frank had such a window and such a tree. The
books by his bedside were nearly all devotional-those overburdening the top
of his cupboard were mostly poetry. And again we are reminded of the St.
Francis of Webb's poem 'The Canticle' in his book Birthday.
As his poems show, Webb was a person who gained great joy and inner peace
from the natural world. At the same time images of weather and nature in his
verse carry the evidence of his mental torment. Kelman Semmens recalls his
animated discussions with Professor Alec King, of Monash University, about
Wordsworth, a pantheistic poet with whom he felt an affinity. Webb did not exclaim at nature's beauty, Keith Snell recalls-but he noted its every detail, as his
poems show. At Crudine, in his last years, Frank had his favourite haunts on the
farm. All the paddocks around were named for ease in planning mustering. Keith
Snell pictures Frank sitting under the casuarines at a place on the Crudine River
called Kangaroo Point, watching for the grey kangaroos to come down unsuspecting to drink at a rock waterhole in the river, with the dry hills rising behind,
punctuated by the precious dark statues of kurrajong trees.
Keith Snell often left Frank at a favourite pool on the Crudine at the start of a
day's work and picked him up again in the afternoon. There, in the sun beside
the rock-girt pool Webb was at peace watching the reflections in the water and
the blue kingfishers darting from branch to river stone.
Always with Webb, there is the memory of the artist-his attention to detail,
his straining of the language into new usages. He is a poet of the colour green in
his Norfolk pieces, of a painter's or photographer's perception of light in all his
work. He is a poet of the sudden spot of time, the 'existential moment', of sunrise and sunset touched upon time and again both for themselves and as affirmations of faith. He is a poet with a deep consciousness of the incumbent role of
the artist in dealing with human experience. About his own work, he responded to
criticism and suggestion from friends and poets, but stood firm when his intuitive
judgement dictated it. His manuscripts were clean. He showed great author's skill
in his concentrated work with editors such as Douglas Stewart in producing his
book collections. He had no vanity in clothes or speech. 'What one was conscious
of in Frank,' says Kelman Semmens, 'was not any high falutin' notion about art,
but that he was a great craftsman, a journeyman with words among other things.
But he never hammed up his reading of his own work, or anyone else's. When he
spoke it wasn't in florid prose. He was a plain talker: he could let words take their
own weight, their own rhythm. He was a thoughtful man. He responded to the
numinous quality in people-social eminence and all that he completely passed
over. He was a thoughtful man, with an absolute devotion to the craft of writing
and poetic statement.'
This was Webb's abiding quest, as his early poem This Runner' says so
strongly to those who will hear. Judith Wright put it in simple words at the commemorative seminar held in Webb's honour after his death: 'He's done so much
suffering for me and I've read him so much and I think that's what poetry is for
... Francis is for me always like his own gull-The gull in a green storm clear
as the maker's name.'
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This runner on his final lap
Sucks wildly for elusive air;
Space is a vortex, time's a gap,
Seconds are shells that hiss and flare
Between red mist and cool white day
Four hundred throttling yards away.
Each spike-shod muscle, yelping nerve,
Worries, snaps at his stumbling weight;
He goes wide on this floating curve,
Cursing with crazy, hammering hate
A rival glued to inside ground
Who flogs his heart, forces him round.
Friends, here is your holiday;
Admire your image in this force
While years, books, flesh and mind give way
To the sheer fury of the source,
Here is your vicious, central shape
That has no need of cheer or tape.
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BRIAN MATTHEWS

'A kind of Semi-Sociological Literary
Criticism': George Orwell, Kylie Tennant
and others
John Docker has, during the past two or three years, made much of the
running in the debate about Australian fiction of the thirties and forties. His
claim that the priorities of what he calls Australian new criticism have been
responsible for the neglect of writers like Kylie Tennant, Vance Palmer,
M. Barnard Eldershaw, K. S. Prichard et aI, is now probably well known.l
But reading an apparently little-known (certainly never-quoted) review by
Orwell of Kylie Tennant's The Battlers, suggested to me that the problem
Docker addresses may have causes further back than the "Cold War thinking" of the "late fifties and sixties".
Orwell reviewing Tennant is a classic conjunction: Orwell is the man
who, though having doubts about the difficulties with what might be called
academic criticism-the kind of criticism which concentrates on the internal
relations of a text to the exclusion or partial exclusion of its context-was
nevertheless very actively enthusiastic about what he called a "kind of semisociological literary criticism". Orwell uses this term for the first time in
a letter to Geoffrey Gorer in April, 1940, where he says, referring to his
famous essay on Charles Dickens, "I find this kind of semi-sociological literary criticism very interesting and I'd like to do a lot of other writers." ("Unfortunately," he adds, "there's no money in it!") The other half of this conjunction-Kylie Tennant-is pre-eminently one of those authors whom John
Docker for example has seen as neglected because outside the established
New Critical canon. 2 So it struck me that Orwell's way of looking at this
author, however briefly, might focus some aspects of the question in an
unusual way.
First of all what does Orwell say? The review is short enough to quote in
full.
The Battlers is a very long novel about Australia, a description which
makes it sound duller than it is. Even a really bad novel about Australia
might be acceptable if it gave a truthful picture of local conditions. But
The Battlers is not a bad novel. It is clumsily written, perhaps, and
spoilt in places by a feminine coyness about bad language, but it is
sincere in feeling all through and about all its subject matter is new and
extremely interesting. It is about a class of people hardly anyone in
England can ever have heard of, the Australian rural unemployed, the
families who travel to and fro in ramshackle buggies and caravans,
stealing sheep from the farmers and occasionally eking out their dole
with odd jobs at sheep-shearing or fruit picking. Effectively, they are
tramps, but, since they are in a richer and more democratic country,
far less abject and poverty-stricken than their opposite numbers in
England. They have many of the characteristics of nomads-the love
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of fighting, the tendency towards drunkennness, the hatred of authority
and contempt for the settled agriculturist. The author claims that
they represent the true Australian type and that they are coming more
and more to resemble the aborigines, with whom they apparently mix
and intermarry to some extent. What she unfortunately does not tell us
is what proportion of the Australian population these spirited outcasts
represent. But this is a novel well worth reading; were there a few
more like it and of the same quality, our ignorance of the Dominions
would not be so deep as it is. 3
Anyone who has read the book will know that, making some allowances and
qualifications, this is a fair review. It is also, despite its brevity, extremely interesting on questions that go beyond the book under scrutiny. Orwell
demonstrates certain clear priorities and assumptions, He is conscious of questions
of style and tone and of their importance in contributing to the book's impact, but
he will obviously concede a lot to the book which gives what he calls "a truthful
picture". "Even a really bad novel about Australia might be acceptable if it gave
a truthful picture of local conditions," he says tendentiously. The implication is
of course that the 'truth' of the subject matter outweighs other considerations such
as quality of writing, etc. (though Orwell does not quite say as much: he says
"might"!) but this begs many questions. What if the particular ways in which
the novel is "bad" actually impinge upon and detract from its capacity to be
truthful? In any case, how do we know that what we are being given is a truthful picture? Orwell's answer to that appears to be that truth and reliability are at
least partly attested by a kind of integrity in the narrative-"it is sincere in feeling
all through". But when we establish for ourselves a sense of a narrative's integrity
we are making a judgement that is much more "literary critical" than anything
else. What Orwell does here is to weld together aspects of two different approaches; one that values and looks for contextual interest and accuracy and one
that establishes a particular merit in the text by means of critical intuition based
comparatively on previous experiences of fiction and the processes of fiction. Of
course, because this is a brief review, it is all done quickly, even perhaps a little
shoddily: the statement about the "really bad" novel's possible acceptability is extravagant; there is, equally, a misplaced emphasis in his complaint that the author
does not tell us the proportion of the Australian popUlation who are battlers. This
is not a reasonable expectation of fiction, even fiction with such a strong documentary base as this. Kylie Tennant's novel focusses on the battlers and reveals
them and their lifestyles with truth, integrity and narrative skill. But readers are
not justified in assuming that her battlers are thoroughly representative of all
Australians (any more than we would be right to assume that the tramps in Down
and Out in Paris and London are representative of all Englishmen). That she
does not tell us what proportion of the Australian population the outcasts represent is not so much "unfortunate" as inevitable: it is a work of fiction and its
truth is the truth of fiction.
The important point is that, whatever the faults of Orwell's piece (many of
them due no doubt to haste and space constraints) this review is a kind of semisociological literary criticism. Orwell is easily able to speak well of the book despite its shortcomings, to appreciate its achievements, because he recognises instantly-and approves-the ground on which the novel must be met: it is documentary, tending towards social realism, contains social criticism, but Tennant
mitigates the potential rigidity of all this by casting it in fictional form and submitting it to the methods of fiction: there is not statement and argument but
narrative and dialogue; personal emotion and motivation are more closely evoked
than would be necessary or possible in a strictly documentary account (compare:
The Road to Wigan Pier); and so on. To take an example: when the book's
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central figure, "Snow" Grimshaw, returns home to find that his wife has "taken
up" with someone else, he leaves her and the town forever:
Snow turned deliberately down the road towards the outskirts of the settlement. He said "Goo day" to Aunt Edna leaning on her gate, but he did not
stop. He nodded to a couple of men he knew. It was as though he was seeing
this dusty place for the first time. It had become suddenly, startlingly vivid.
The old horse with its head drooped away from the wind outside the hotel,
the front gardens of the few, dilapidated weatherboard shacks that made up
the main street. The old faded sign, "Baker" over a little shop with broken
windows and gaping door. These old shanties of mud and weatherboard
seemed somehow more permanent than a great city. Their dirt and nakedness
had an enduring quality that he had never noticed till now. [He was turning
his back on] the men who clung to their patch of earth even if they had
to scratch it with their fingernails for tools. Between him and the men who
had land-any piece of land-there was no longer a tie. He had not even a
back paddock into which to turn his horse. He had no home, no family, any
more ...4
Snow's desolation at what has happened to him is mirrored here, in Lawsonian
fashion, by an intense concentration on the tawdry surroundings which are seen
anew as a result of his changed state of consciousness. But the description is also
intensely ideological, informative about and taking a stance on things other than
Snow's personal and inner hurt. In leaving home he has become bereft in another
way, a political as well as a personal way: he has thrown in his lot, irrevocably,
with the dispossessed in the great division of Australian society caused by the
Depression. The passage is quite powerful as it stands, but in its broader social
and political context, it documents the tragedy of the Great Depression: the town
is dying because of unemployment; the faded signs, the dirt, the dilapidation are
not mere literary atmospherics and not only externalizations of Snow's defeated
psychological state; they are also, and deliberately, an attack on the evils of a
system that could so destroy lives and communities, so reduce and divide.
It is not of course surprising that Orwell should have appreciated The Battlers
sufficiently to devote space to it, nor that he so unerringly knew how to approach
it in order fully to understand what it had to offer. Nor is his slightly overtrenchant endorsement of the book in principle surprising ("Even a bad
novel ... " etc.). None of this is surprising because not only had he only a year
earlier completed a famous piece of "semi-sociological criticism" ("Charles
Dickens") but also he had spent roughly the previous decade writing fiction just
like The Battlers!-a fiction which could not properly be addressed by a critic if
its deliberate social realism was regarded as aesthetic disqualification. 5 Here are
two extracts, one from Orwell, one from Tennant:
The cannery hissed and steamed with the great green vats, like ten tame
railway engines rearing up to the glass roof, where lattice shutters screened
off the worst of the heat ...
More and more the place seemed like Hell, as the weeks wore on and
the temperature rose; nerves were frayed; tempers developed like blisters ...
A simmering haze rose up over sorters, packers, canners, pitters, speckers on
the belt cutting out specks from the fruit; they worked with a maniac energy,
ready to drop from exhaustion, too busy to talk. As soon as the whistle went,
the women would run to their corners and begin work as though their lives
depended on it. Soon the sweat would be pouring off them ...
By the time the knock off whistle blew, everyone was always too tired
to do anything but just get back to camp and lie in whatever shade there
might be. 6

*

*

*

*

*

*

As soon as you arrived you swung your bin into position, slit the strings
from the next two bines, and tore them down-huge tapering strands of
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foliage, like the plaits of Rapunzel's hair, that came tumbling down on top
of you, showering you with dew. You dragged them into place over the bin,
and then starting at the thick end of the bine, began tearing off the heavy
bunches of hops ... The stems of the bines were covered with minute thorns
which within two or three days had torn the skin of your hands to pieces. In
the morning it was torment to begin picking when your fingers were almost
too stiff to bend and bleeding in a dozen places ... From eight to midday
you were picking, picking, picking, in a sort of passion of work-a passionate eagerness which grew stronger and stronger ... to get each bine done ...
When you got back to camp . . . you squatted down by the stream
. . . and washed your face . . . Even before you had eaten your supper you
were dropping with sleep ...
The most important point about the similarity between these two passages (the
second of which is from Orwell's A Clergyman's Daughter7 ) is not the identification which results from the broadly similar nature of the activities being described, a fortuitous likeness, but rather the intent dedication each author has
to understanding and portraying the very nature of the work, the task, and all
the details of its physical and physiological demands. The passages are similar not
fortuitously but because the authors' philosophical orientation to the material of
their fiction is similar: they see no disjunction between social realism-problems
of social and industrial relationship and organization-and literary value. This is
not to say that these passages are without flaws: nevertheless, both Orwell and
Tennant have managed (in a way which, incidentally, brief quotation cannot make
clear) to describe an objective industrial situation in which our sense of the
stresses and the personality-destroying ravages of the work being done coexists
with a constant and lively awareness of the impact of all this on a particular
heroine.
It is not difficult to recognise that The Battlers belongs not simply to a group
of certain less well-known Australian novels of the thirties and forties, but to a
particular genre; without knowing anything at all about the former, Orwell instantly recognised the latter and would probably have thought it not necessary to
argue about. It belongs with books like Orwell's own Down and Out in Paris and
London and, with some qualifications, his A Clergyman's Daughter; Robert
Tressell's The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists, Jack London's The People of
The Abyss, Mulk Raj Anand's Untouchable, Vance Marshall's World of The
Living Dead and, in certain ways, Lawson's While The Billy Boils and Furphy's
Such Is Life. What these have in common is not simple, broad social realismsome of them are not social realist at all-but rather a documentary base that
profoundly shapes and dictates the nature and direction of the work while partaking to a greater or lesser degree (depending on the book) of fictional form and
convention. In each case the author writes very close to the lineaments of the
original experience: in most cases he or she has deliberately sought to live the
conditions that later become, often with only minimal imaginative transformation,
the stuff of the book. Thus Kylie Tennant, in order to write of the battlers, went
on the road:
To meet the people I wished to write about, it was necessary to camp where
they camped, go at their pace, learn the meanings they gave to words . . .
think and feel as they did. This takes time and a large amount of common
hardship.8
Orwell, of course, went down and out, as did Jack London; Mulk Raj Anand,
having failed to capture adequately the world and life of the untouchable, by observation and imaginative projection, sought some of the actual experiences by
doing the work of an untouchable sweeper in Gandhi's ashram; Lawson journeyed-with increasing desperation-to find what he called "copy", the raw experience that would become the stories. Furphy and Marshall similarly, though they
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did not deliberately seek out the experiences of which they ultimately wrote,
stayed very close to the lived, original events (some of the events and incidents
in Such Is Life for example can be found reported in the columns of newspapers
of the time, etc.).
John Docker-to recall him for a moment-has argued, as I have briefly noted
earlier, that Australian writers, Kylie Tennant among them, have suffered neglect
because of the exclusivism of the New Critical establishment dating from the
fifties and sixties. Whatever truth there is in this contention-and undoubtedly
there is some-it seems to me that this view of Kylie Tennant, with its slightly
unusual Orwellian perspective and its suggestion of kinds of generic possibilities,
makes one suspect that the trouble goes much further back than the nineteen
fifties.
The Battlers, like so many Australian novels roughly contemporary with it,
belongs to that literary genre in which a substantial documentary core is leavened
with some of the conventions of fiction. It is a genre which, in Australia at least,
has been consistently under-valued. The first books to receive thorough approval
in Australia were the colonial romances and, in particular, Henry Kingsley's
Recollections of GeofJrey Hamlyn. This anglophile novel presented characters who
were British through and through and who were in Australia only temporarily in
order to make their fortunes and have ripping adventures before returning to
civilization in England. Though the main characters own and run huge cattle and
sheep properties, there is never the slightest suggestion that anyone does any work
nor are there revealed in the book many details of any kind of work. Marcus
Clark thought it one of the best novels ever written, as did Rolf Boldrewood and
both Clark's magnificent novel, For The Term of His Natural Life and Boldrewood's Robbery Under Arms reveal pronounced colonial romance influences. The
work of Furphy-quite consciously-and of Lawson-less consciously-was a
revolt against both the romance conventions and the anglophile stance of such
books which were seen as not only inappropriate but incapable of revealing the
truths of the Australian experience. Furphy's reference to "the slender-witted,
virgin-souled, over-grown schoolboys who fill Henry Kingsley's exceedingly
trashy and misleading novel with their insufferable twaddle" gives a fair indication
of what he thought of colonial romance as well as making quite explicit his
objection to its untruth. 9
The fact that Lawson was known and best understood in his own time as a
poet rather than as a prose writer; that While The Billy Boils puzzled many readers and reviewers; 10 that Such Is Life disappeared from sight for forty years after
its pUblication; that colonial romance lived on and flourished in the decayed form
of the pulp Austro I Anglo I American romances purveyed by the New South Wales
Bookstall company (for which Vance Palmer wrote and deliberately tailored his
first two novels because it was so difficult for an Australian writer to get published any other wayll )-these facts represent only part of the evidence which suggests that a whole genre, the fictionalised documentary or social realist novel as it
became known in certain of its forms, was being somehow resisted in Australia.
Australian novelists of the second world war provide an especially pointed
example of this resistance to documentary fiction. 12 The second world war was the
topic of an enormous spate of novels in Australia. These were written by servicemen and ex-servicemen about their own experiences and were characteristically
based very closely on events as they had occurred. In one of them, for example,
The Climate of Courage by Jon Cleary, a famous rear-guard action of the New
Guinea campaign is woven into the plot in almost the exact form in which it
actually took place. In T.A.G. Hungerford's The Ridge and The River, exservicemen who served in the same action as Hungerford recognise not only events
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but even the names of some of the men involved. And so on. Yet despite the
number and obvious topicality of these books in the five or six years following
1944 (not to mention the fine quality of some of them), only one fictional docu·
mentary book received its first publication in Australia. 13 Between 1944 and 1951
there was in fact a real lull in the publication of war fiction in Australia despite
its popularity elsewhere. It was only in 1951, after war fiction had been clearly a
publishing success in the U.S. and Britain, that the Australian publisher Angus
and Robertson began paying attention to it.
The more one looks at Australian prose fiction up to and including the forties,
the more certain impressions seem to be re-inforced, namely: the great bulk of the
work (obviously there are some exceptions) is of the kind that I have called
fictional documentary or, later in the period and with respect to certain works,
social realist; an extraordinary number of them, despite their thoroughly Australian, regional focus, are first published in England; many have to wait years for
their first Australian publication; the writers, almost to a man and to a woman,
plainly look upon the writing process as involving the first-hand gathering of experience (in the Orwellian or Jack London manner)" followed by transcription of
that experience but not necessarily much transfiguration of it; a really stunning
number of Australian writers of this type produce either one work only or alternatively produce only one work of merit in comparison with which what follows
is markedly lower key (true of Louis Stone, Xavier Herbert, Brian Penton, Barbara Baynton and arguably Lawson and Tennant). Those writers who do not fall
silent or continue in the same vein with less impact, often turn radically away
from their former documentary style. Thus, Jon Cleary (The Sundowners, The
Climate of Courage) now writes slick, skilful thrillers that earn him comparison
with Desmond Bagley et at. Further, it is generally true of this body of fictional
documentary prose that, while it was undoubtedly widely read by the "ordinary
reader", it received little informed attention from critics, no attention whatsoever
from universities, nothing more than token mentions, if anything, in literary histories, but on occasion, sympathetic treatment in English journals, Orwell's review
being an example.
The potential neglect of and the problem posed by writers like Kylie Tennant
was recognised, sometimes agonisingly, at the time. Nettie Palmer's famous 1929
essay "The Need For Australian Literature" argues like this:
We want literature that is "best" in two senses. Literature being an interpretation of life, we cannot do without it ... literature whose value is absolute,
equal for all readers, whatever their own environment or way of life. All
great literature has this value, whether it has what I would call a relative
value or not. By relative value I would mean the sheer usefulness of a literary
work in interpreting a given environment to the people in it and to its observers. A region or a way of life does not begin to exist until it has been
interpreted by one artist after another . . . To illuminate whole tracts of
life ... is the relative achievement of the artist, the absolute achievement
being the illumination of life as a whole . . .14
It is a brave and honest attempt but Nettie Palmer's category of relative value
still ends up sounding like B-grade or second class or a consolation prize-a result
she quite patently did not intend.
Documentary-based fiction, deriving as often as possible from actual, personal
exeperience deliberately sought, was a central tradition of Australian writing in
the first half of the century. At the level of reviewing, teaching and criticism it
was resisted or at best ignored. It was not primarily Docker's 1950's and 60's New
Critics who did the damage; the basic resistance, the urge to suppress or ignore,
had been there all along. (In some cases, indeed, 'New Critics' returned attention
to certain writers in neglect: A. D. Hope on Furphy, Vincent Buckley on Her70
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bert.) The absence of good publishing houses, the prejudice of those that did exist,
poor publishing conditions generally, the lack of good regular reviews and reviewers, the unavailability of Australian books, were all characteristics of the literary situation in the thirties and forties noted by Nettie Palmer, but these general
conditions weighed more heavily upon fictional documentary writers because the
nature of their writing raised the added problem of local versus universal value.
In trying to grapple with this problem, Nettie Palmer was unusual: publishers,
academic critics, such as there were who took notice, and most others who concerned themselves, could see only second class quality in work deeply based in
local conditions and types. They failed to recognise that this most flourishing
form of Australian writing was a genre in itself, the provenance of which was beyond Australia's bounds and beyond the limits of a "Lawson tradition" whereby
these writers were so often crudely lumped together; and they failed also to
detect that Jack London and Upton Sinclair were active influences for the fictional
documenters and social realists. Failure to recognise the genre for what it was,
together with its honourable history, its development, its practitioners and its
models, meant that a whole class of writing was condemned to automatically inferior status, forever in the shadow of the "universal", the "timeless" and the
"placeless". It may well be that the immoderate abuse and the vilification with
which some realist writers greeted The Tree of Man in 1955 reflected their frustration in having been ignored for so long only to become in the end whipping boys
for Patrick White and his admirers 15
Why this should have happened in the way it did in Australia is of course subject to a wole range of explanations, but at least one important one-and the one
I want to describe by way of conclusion-has to do with certain of Australia's
colonial and post-colonial cultural characteristics.
Though Australia became a sovereign nation in 1901, it remained, and in some
ways still remains, a country in which a really inordinate reverence for mother
England was evident and persistent. (It seems possible incidentally, that anglophilia
increases in direct proportion to the distance from England: Australia is very
anglophile, but New Zealand is more so; Canada is not especially pre-occupied
with the English; and the Irish hate their guts!) In all spheres of life, including
literature, the minatory Englishman loomed in the back of the Australian consciousness. England was both model and competitive target: this meant that,
among other things, a literature centrally preoccupied with inarticulate, illeducated proletarian characters (a natural preoccupation in a colony peopled
initially by convicts and developing an initial economic base round pastoral,
mining and agricultural pursuits) would be less favourably regarded than a literature of bourgeois life and manners; a literature dropping naturally into the fictional documentary in order to scrutinise and understand its own people and environment would be found insubstantial by those steeped in and seeking to maintain the
traditions of English literature. Such attitudes were standard in the press, in universities and schools (where the professors and masters of literature were Englishmen and chosen as a matter of deliberate policy) and in public forums. One can
understand, without approving, why in the twenties, thirties and forties, it was a
fashionable remark, parrotted by craven Australians from visiting Englishmen:
"Australian literature? what Australian literature?" Little wonder that Vance
Palmer proclaimed with such passion and repeated often in one form or another:
"There must be no seeing through English spectacles. Our art must be original as
our own flora and fauna are original." (His ecological example might not have
pleased him so much had he paused to notice how many foxes, rabbits and sparrows were proliferating among the native fauna!)
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In that literary climate-a climate which persisted well into the fifties and
sixties and small remnants of which can still be detected-it is not surprising that
the kind of writing I have discussed here should have made little headway and
should have suffered from being ignored by those who could have encouraged.
The virtual demise of the social realist novel in Australia was hastened and substantially contributed to by a cultural climate unwilling to accord documentary
based as against psychologically or metaphysically based fiction a place in the
national literature: a climate which refused to grant recognition to the Australian
version of a genre alive and respected elsewhere, in the belief that the mother
literature would similarly ostracize it. This was a mistaken belief-a case of the
colonials being more English than the English-for Down and Out in Paris and
London was intelligently and admiringly reviewed in England as an important
work of literature, not relegated to the second division because of its documentary
base. The same was true of The Ragged Trousered Philanthropists and of the
English pUblication of London's The People of The Abyss. In Australian terms it
is not a question of pretending that The Battlers is the equal of The Tree of Man
but of recognising that the two novels treat more or less similar topics in very different ways, different not simply because the authors are manifestly so different
but also and above all because they belong to different literary genres. We should
be taking pleasure in the diversity or our literature rather than being constantly
obsessed with the need to establish canons and bestow accolades. Perhaps that
sort of recognition would help us eventually to return the writers of the thirties
and forties to the syllabus, alongside the Whites, the Keneallys, the Stows et al.
They can all sit together in comfort, feeling neither superior nor inferior. Just
different.
NOTES
1. This essay is a revised version of a paper given at the Conference of the European Association for Commonwealth Literature and Language Studies, Frankfurt am Main, March
23-27, 1981. The paper as originally given began with a summary of John Docker's
Radical Nationalist/New Critics argument. Docker argues, in the New Literature Review,
No.6, pp 3-7, that what he calls Australian 'New Criticism' (which he represents by
Wilkes, Heseltine and Buckley) has been responsible for the suppression of Australian
fiction of the thirties and forties. The New Critics. he says, propose a text-centred approach
stressing "the internal relations of a literary work" while eschewing the "contextual
approach as extrinsic, as reducing the autonomy of the text to non-literary aspects . . . "
The New Critics, he argues, moved in general away from social realism and towards
'the metaphysical" which they saw as "the supreme location of interesting experience and
hence of literature of quality."
2. Ibid.
3. The New Statesman and Nation, January 25, 1941, p.90
4. The Battlers, Angus and Robertson, 1965, p.66. All subsequent references to The Battlers
are to this edition.
5. Down and Out in Paris and Londol!, 1933; Burmese Days. 1934; A Clergyman's Daughter.
1935; Keep The Aspidistra FlyinR, 1936.
6. The Battlers, pp. 371-73
7. Penguin edition, pp. 101-106
8. Introduction, p. VIII
9. Nevertheless, as John Barnes among others has pointed out, Furphy read Kingsley avidly.
apparently.
10. I give some details of this in my essay, "Henry Lawson's Fictional World", in Leon
Cantrell (ed.), Bards Bohemians and Bookmen. Q.U.P., 1976
11. Vivian Smith, Vance and Nettie Palmer, TWAS
12. I am indebted to Richard Hosking for the material on war fiction in Australia: his unpublished thesis on this subject and the bibliography which accompies it are required reading for anyone interested in this area.
13. Lawson Glassop, We Were The Rats. Published by Angus and Robertson in 1945 with
strong recommendations from Norman Lindsay; banned as obscene in 1946. See Overland, Dec. 1960, p. 38 or Keith Dunstan, Wowsers, p. 203
14. Quoted in Vance and Nettie Palmer.
15. This suggestion was made to me by Richard Hosking
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JENNIFER LANGLEY-KEMP

Twice Shy
This time she didn't look for orchids,
turned away from fruit blossom,
shut out birdsong.
Instead she huddled by the fire,
introvert and silent
while the door into Spring
swung slowly open
and all danced through it
but herself
because this time, she said,
she wasn't going to be disappointed.
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1. F. WRIGHT

Miner
(for Nelson Mason)

Coming down from colder parts
He started, adolescent as the century,
To learn the mechanics of underground
Where rum's reward would warm your shift
And bring you back to the pit-head
Keen to feast on the meaning of stars.
Often alone he'd trek the Bush
With sextant and compass, for days,
His campfires prizing black men
Out of night's coal face, for a yarn,
A smoke and a swig to pass along
With unrepeatable names of things.
From years crouching in fossil dark,
Arthritis and Rheumatism clothed him
In the overalls of pain, but the names
Stayed with him safe as secret seams.
Like gold, he was precious with knowledge;
Even when they found him, two days cold,
Stiff as a pick handle, black as night
On his final shift from bed to the stars.
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BOOKS
Helen Garner, Honour and Other People's
Children, McPhee Gribble, Melbourne, 1980,
156pp., $11.95.
This is Helen Garner's second book and is
comprised of two long stories. She prefaces
the first story "Honour" with a quotation from
a poem by Chris Watlace-Crabbe:
" ... Things mattered
and love, anxious love
rose and put forth its flags."
R. F. Brissenden in one of the more perceptive
comments offered by an Australian critic on
Monkey Grip (Garner's first book) noted that
it was "that rare thing, a good old-fashioned
love story".1 The setting of communal houses
in that novel seemed to blind many reviewers
to the human emotions being explored. Critics
seemed either intrigued by the mores of the
Carlton group or outraged. Most told Helen
Garner she should find new material.
Wetl in the two stories of Honour and
Other Children she has moved on but not far
enough for many reviewers' liking. These
stories are not sustained by the heady optimism of the mid 70's and the characters are not
presented as part of a large supportive if incestuous group. The mood now is one of
anger and despair. Communal households are
stitl depicted but in their dying gasps. The
'complicated dance' of Monkey Grip has dissolved to a slow shuffle as characters try to
step out into other social groupings but are
drawn back by what seems familiar, if sour.
Those emotions of desire and loneliness that
Garner delineated so well through the character Nora in her first book are again delicately
probed. The other characters no longer blur
into a 'shabby mess'. The number of characters is far more restricted than Monkey Grip
but each is carefully drawn. We do not drift
along on the tide of the narrator's feelings
now but perceive a careful juxtaposition of
each character's emotions.
While each story is discrete the titles are
interchangeable to some extent and this fuses
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the stories together. The first deals primarily
with the difficulties of adjusting to divorce
and remarriage when a child binds the three
adults. The second presents the attempts of
two women to separate from a communal
household with honour. Of the two "Other
People's Children" is more enjoyable as there
is more humour, a greater diversity of character studies and many pithy observations of the
urban counter-culture. I found the shifts in
time though somewhat confusing on first reading and the ending seems rather portentous
and vague. "Honour" is a sensitive study of
not only the difficulties of divorce and remarriage but essentially of the problems of growing up. In this story Frank not only has to ask
Kathleen for a divorce but has to face what
he thinks will be his parents' disapproval to
his new marriage. However, to his shock, his
mother wearily accepts it and does not allow
Frank to "define himself against her protest"
(p. 15). The story deals with different kinds of
separation-son from parents, mother from
daughter, husband from wife. The latter is
most clearly defined legally but is the most
subtley difficult to achieve. Binding Kathleen
and Frank is a matrix of memories, shared
objects, past experiences-that "force-field that
hummed between them" (p.26). The future
wife Jenny has to deal with her own ambivalence about this inextricable connection between husband and former wife. In discovering a box of old photographs she is suddenly
confronted with a large section of Frank's life
in which she has no part:
"She was nebulous. She wrestled with her
anonymity, tried to force herself into premature, retrospective existence. Serenely
there on the glossy sheet they laughed up
at her, brown-faced. Their being flowed
oblivious beyond her. It was as outrageous
to her spirit as if she had tried to imagine
life continuing after her own death."
(p.32)
Garner prevents this story tipping over into
maudlin emotion and soap-box cliches by her
ability to encapsulate feeling in a striking
image which conveys the painfulness of the
situation while allowing the characters to gain
some distance on their feelings and frequently
discover a wry humour. For example when
Frank first comes to ask Kathleen for a
divorce:
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"He propped in front of the cupboard door,
staring round at her to watch her cop it.
She remembered suddenly how a dog they
once had used to catch a thrown stick in
his mouth-it stopped him dead at the
moment of impact, whack between his
black and pink jaws, but fitted: he regained his stride and ran on." (p. 3 )
Garner extends her facility for richly ironic
prose in the second story, particularly in the
creation of the character Madigan. Leo Madigan is a social misfit, unwillingly living in a
large communal house with people ten years
younger than him. His discomfort with the
counter-culture allows for some wry criticism
of the conformity of the alternative life:
"Sometimes he would grit his teeth and go
inside for a couple of hours to the kitchen
where the others sat around the table
under the hanging light bulb rolling joints
and drinking Formoson tea, talking about
massage and colonic irrigation; agreeing
with each other, complaining soothingly in
soft voices. He secretly despised the way
their voices went up at the end of each
sentence, as if they waited for approval
before continuing. When they talked, when
they sighed 'Ama-a-azing!' he felt like a
fox living in a chicken coop." (p. 61)
Madigan's anguished tolerance of this scene
that he knows he is too old for, is para lied by
Scotty's attempts to hold together a household
that she knows is better dissolved. While she
did once possess the faith Madigan has never
had in the collective life, she knows now she
has outgrown it. Yet she holds on because of
her involvement with Ruth's child Laurel.
Scotty is an enigmatic figure, determined not
to let people get too close to her or to find
out too much about her. Garner allows
greater access to the inner life of Ruth.
Through her she gives a perceptive and compassionate account of one of the 'battlers' of
the counter-culture. Ruth, after an abortive
attempt at University and a disastrous marriage that has left her with a husband in jail
and two children, has a boyfriend in the Communist Party. She has a slavish devotion to
him, tolerating his piggish habits and drunken
assaults for the (short) nights of passion.
Dennis is determined that Ruth will not invade his territory in any way. Ruth attempts
to emulate the person she senses Dennis
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desires: "She roughened up her manners and
her childhood memories, so that one Sunday
when her father came to call, Alex and Scotty
were agape at his rounded, jovial tones, his
casual bandying of literary references."
(p.96-97)
Madigan and Scotty find themselves drawn
together by their mutual inability to cope
with their households. Madigan is attracted
to Scotty but tortured by his awkwardness
with women and his fear of feminists. Scotty
finds herself baffled by his sudden shifts of
mood, her inability to fit him into any social
group and his sexual naivety. There is about
Madigan something akin to Lawson's awkward yet perceptive male characters. One
could easily describe Madigan as "an orphan
bandicoot on a burnt ridge." While Garner's
prose does not invoke such overt 'australianisms' she does have an affinity with Lawson in
her wry humour, her eye for detail especially
physical characteristics and her natural use
of colloquial language. (American publishers
rejected Monkey Grip because it was 'too
Australian'.)
Honour and Other People's Children shows
Garner to be a talented and proficient prose
writer. While the stories do not have the
vitality and easy going realism that many
fOL'fld attractive in Monkey Grip this book
shows her ability to control and order
material, provide narrative distance and
develop several strong characters. Garner has
talked about difficulties she faced in writing
another book after her first success. Michelle
Nayman quotes Helen Garner's words from a
radio programme: "A writer has only one
chance to be spontaneous."2 In an interview
with Anne Chisholm, Garner has said: "Anyone can sit and write a Monkey Grip-'I feel,
I feel, I feel, I love, I hate'-its much harder
to allude to or suggest these things boiling
away under the surface."3

Unlike many contemporary Australian
writers Garner can write about human
emotions that, while not being presented in
complex symbolic ways are conveyed in compassionate and striking images. She writes
about the world she knows, not some mythical
'average Australia'. As Alex says when Madigan attacks his music for being too decadent
and out of touch with ordinary Australians:
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"'If you want to see some "ordinary Australians",' said Alex, controlling himself with
some difficulty, 'come out to a Saturday night
gig in Ringwood sometime, mate.'" (p.l07)
Maybe we also need a Ringwood writer but
Garner's work should be appreciated for its
prose style and its power to portray lifestyles
many of us have lived or known.
NOLA ADAMS

NOTES
I. "Recent Australian Fictions" in New Currents in
Alistralia/! WritillR (Angus & Robertson, Sydney.
1978) p. 26
2. "Sixties Survivors"-Alistraliall Book Reveiw Dec.
1980.
3. "A Love of Language"-The National Times Jan.
4-10. 1981. p. 31.
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SINGAPORE, SOCIAL REALISM
AND AGREAT LINDSAY
Overland no. 83, now available, in its Gallic way falls into three main
parts.
The major part of the magazine is devoted to material in honour of Jack
Lindsay's 80th birthday: articles by Michael Wilding and Stephen Knight,
a personal tribute and an important bibliography of Jack Lindsay's
occasional writings.
Then we are excited to publish Richard Haese's long article on "Communism and culture", the story of the art wars of the 1930s and 1940s
in Sydney and Melbourne, taken from his important forthcoming book
Rebels and Precursors. Cecil Holmes, master of reportage, writes at
length on recent travels in Singapore and Malaysia, Eric Westbrook on
Clif Pugh, John McLaren on contemporary England, and a fine story by
James McQueen. Important reviews by Arthur Phillips, Robin Gollan
and Ron Geering.

OVERLAND
$3 an issue, $12 a year, from
GPO Box 98a, Melbourne 3001
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